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Enamel Sign with Rolled Edge - black & red on white 'Voco Power Kerosene'. Some 
scattered dings, mostly to edge. 90% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

500 - 700Good1

Enamel Sign - black & white on red 'Texaco, The New & Better Motor Spirit'. Some 
scattered dings & creasing to top section. 85% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

400 - 600Good2

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'Marfak Lubrication'. Substantial chipping & edge 
damage has been retouched (6' x 3'). 75% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

200 - 300Fair3

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'Caltex Marfak Lubrication Service List'. Scattered 
dings & marks. 90% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

400 - 600Good4

Tin Sign - blue & red on yellow 'Golden Fleece Mechanical Repairs' etc - Golden Fleece 
Ram t/m. Some scattered dings, surface scuffs & scratches. 90% - 107cm x 170cm - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Good5

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'Cross Kerosene'. Substantial chipping & edge 
damage, crease through middle. 75% - 180cm x 90cm  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

250 - 300Fair6

Enamel Sign - red & black on yellow 'Shell Depot'. Some scattered dings & creasing. 90% 
- 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

175 - 225Good7

Enamel Sign - red & blue on white 'Union Super Spirit'. Substantial chipping & nail holes 
with crease, 2 corners are cut. 75% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Fair8

Enamel Sign - red, yellow & white on black 'Shell, Look for the Yellow Disc' pictorial of 
bowser top. Substantial edge chipping, creases & chips. 75%- 180cm X 90cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

325 - 375Fair9

Enamel Sign - red & black on yellow 'Laurel Kerosene' pegasus t/m. Substantial edge 
damage, scattered chips & centre crease. 75% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

275 - 325Fair10

Enamel Sign - with rolled edge - red & black on white 'Super Plume Ethyl'. Scattered chips
& large impact to centre. 90% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

300 - 400Good11

Enamel Sign - red & white on green 'Castrol Motor Oil'. Some edge chipping & creasing. 
95% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Very Good12

Enamel Sign - red, blue, green & black on yellow 'Essolube' pictorial of oil pourer. Rare 
sign with substantial chipping, nail holes & cuts. 75% - 180cm x 120cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

250 - 350Fair13

Perspex Signs X 2 - yellow, blue & green on white, large embossed, illuminated sign 
panels - 'Homestead Motor Inns'. 1 has some fading & cracks - 180cm x 180cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

80 - 120Good14

Enamel Sign - 2 piece, embossed sign with rolled edge - red & black on yellow 'Shell'. 
Some scattered dings & marks have been retouched. 90% - 90cm x 360cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

1200 - 1500Very Good15

Tin Sign - red & black on white 'Champion Spark Plugs'. Scattered dings, nail holes & 
scratching. 90% - 150cm x 90cm

175 - 225Good16

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'Caltex, Use Power Chief'. Substantial scratches, 
dings & damage. 70% - 180cm x 90cm

225 - 275Fair17

Enamel Sign - red, green & black on white - 'Caltex Super Power Kerosine' - pictorial of 
drum & star. Edge chips have been retouched and edge trimmed. 85% - 140cm x 90cm

225 - 275Good18

Enamel Sign - red, white & blue 'Esso 1' 6'. Substantial edge chipping & damage. 90% - 
120cm x 90cm

225 - 275Good19

Early Tyre Display Rack - late Edwardian cast iron & tin advertising tyre rack, original 
yellow paint with black artwork, sign to each end 'Dunlop Tyres'. Some artwork has been 
retouched - large & unusual item. 90% - large size - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

175 - 225Good20

Ambulance Signs X 2 - both red on yellow 'Q.A.T.B'. One is a large perspex, 130cm diam. 
Other is masonite, 65cm diam. - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

75 - 100Good21

Perspex Sign - blue & red on white, embossed illuminated sign panel - 'Mobil'. Some 
fading & wear. 95% - 180cm x 80cm

80 - 120Good22

Hi-Boy - metal oil pump with fittings 'Golden Shell'. Fully restored - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

150 - 175Good23

Hi-Boy - metal oil pump with fittings 'Ampol'. Original. 95% - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 125 - 150Good24

Hi-Boy - metal oil pump with fittings 'Golden Fleece'. Restored condition - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

150 - 175Good25

Hi-Boy - metal oil pump with fittings 'Atlantic Union Oil'. Restored - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

150 - 175Good26

Hi-Boy - metal oil pump with fittings 'Castrol'. Restored - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 125 - 150Good27

Perspex Sign - red, blue & white 'Total'. 110cm x 60cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 60 - 80Good28

Illuminated Sign Frame - alloy and steel, sourced from a 'Golden Fleece' service station. 
150cm x 110cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

100 - 150Good29
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Illuminated Signs X 2 - alloy frame with perspex inserts 'RACQ Service Depot'. One is 
faded, one good. 120cm x 80cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

60 - 80Good30

Sign Frame & Signs x 3 - alloy 'Ampol' frame - 130cm x 90cm, 2 x perspex 'RACQ 
Insurance' - 70cm x 100cm & 1 perspex 'Suzuki' - 70cm x 70cm  - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

75 - 100Good31

Enamel Sign - d/s multicoloured on yellow 'C.O.R. Modern Petrols'. Scattered edge dings, 
some large rust holes. Rare. 85% - 75cm x 185cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

400 - 500Good32

Enamel Sign - with rolled edge 2 piece - red, black & white 'Super Plume Ethyl'. Scattered 
dings to face & edge have been retouched. 90% - 180cm x 180cm - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

750 - 1000Good33

Enamel Sign - rounded top & base, black, red & blue on white 'Waratah Motor Spirit'. 
Minor edge rusting & dings. 95% - 45cm x 180cm  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

600 - 800Very Good34

Enamel Sign - red &  blue on white 'C.O.R. Petroleum Products' shield t/m. Sign has been 
repainted over several dings. 70% 125cm x 185cm  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

300 - 400Fair35

Enamel Sign - DS oval hanger, red & black on white 'Mobiloil Authorized Service'. 
Substantial chipping & rusted creases to face and edge. 75% - 70cm x 45cm

175 - 225Fair36

Enamel Sign - square with cut corners, maroon & green on white 'Shell Chemical Agent, 
Aus, Pty Ltd'. Some chipping & rust mostly to edge with some surface marks. 90% - 90cm 
x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Good37

Enamel Sign - black, green & white on red 'Texaco Clean Clear Motor Oil' star t/m. Some 
chips, creasing & edge wear with heavy surface scratching. 80% - 60cm x 90cm

225 - 275Fair38

Enamel Sign - round, red and black on white 'Caltex RPM' star t/m. Faded with scratches, 
scattered dings & surface rust. 75% - 90cm diam

175 - 225Fair39

Tin Signs x 2 - both oil rack signs - one is black, yellow & red on silver 'Shell XMO Motor 
Oil'. Other is yellow, red & black on white 'Supershell SF Motor Oil'. Minor surface wear & 
scratches. 90% - 50cm x 25cm

80 - 120Fair40

Enamel Sign - Square, black & red on yellow 'Mobilco Authorized Dealer'. Some surface 
dings & rust, mostly to edges. 95% - 45cm x 45cm

125 - 150Good41

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'Plume' pegasus t/m. Substantial creasing & dings, 
surface rust & scratches. 70% - 30cm x 50cm

75 - 100Fair42

Enamel Sign - from oil rack - Reproduction, red, yellow & black on white 'Castrol Wakefield
Motor Oil' bow tie t/m. Minor marks. 95% - 60cm x 25cm

60 - 80Very Good43

Tin Signs x 2 - pair of oil rack signs, red & green on white 'Castrol'. Minor scuffs & marks. 
95% - 70cm x 30cm

80 - 120Very Good44

Enamel Sign - black on white 'Member VAAC' monogram t/m. Some chipping to screw 
holes & minor marks. 95% - 30cm x 45cm

150 - 175Very Good45

Enamel Sign - black & white on yellow 'Laurel Kerosene'. Scattered dings, creasing & rust 
staining. 80% - 50cm x 30cm

80 - 120Fair46

Tin Signs x 2 - One is oil rack sign, red & green on white 'Castrol' 70cm x 30cm. Other is 
green & black on yellow 'Apex Vee Belts' 45cm x 30cm. Both have surface scratching & 
minor marks. 90%

75 - 100Good47

Tin Sign - Curved top from early oil stand, red & black on yellow 'Sure of Shell' shell t/m. 
Discolouration & some surface rust. 75% - 90cm x 25cm

125 - 150Good48

Enamel Sign - Embossed with rolled edge, red & balck on yellow 'Shell Motor Oil'. 
Substantial chipping, creasing, rust marks & edge damage. 65% - 90cm x 60cm

125 - 150Poor49

Petrol Pump - cast iron with caged glass bowl, early 'Wayne', Corinthian shape, blue, red 
& white artwork 'C.O.R'. Mostly complete & original with some rust to column base. Very 
rare & desirable. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

12500 - 15000Fair50

Petrol Pump Panels - pair of side panels from early pump. Also a pattern 'jig' for the panels
of a 'Hawker' petrol pump. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & 
TRANSPORT

100 - 125Fair51

Petrol Pump Panels - two front panels & three side panels from a 'Gilbarco' model CBE? 
Original paint. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

150 - 200Good52

Petrol Pump Parts - 3 domed tops from early 'Gilbarco'? petrol pumps. BUYER IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

125 - 150Good53

Boxed Lot - cast iron bowser base - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good54

Boxed Lot - cast iron bowser pump & original cage for glass bowl - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

0 - 0Good55

Boxed Lot - Bowser hose nozzles, level indicators, etc - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good56

Boxed Lot - rubber bowser hoses and nozzles x 4 - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good57

Boxed Lot - Flow indicators x 2, globe mount, etc - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good58

NB. 13.75% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auctioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 2
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Boxed Lot - Brass bowser nozzles x 2 - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good59

Boxed Lot - Brass bowser nozzles x 2 - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good60

Boxed Lot - Brass bowser nozzles x 2 - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good61

Boxed Lot - Bowser hose connectors & 'Gilbarco' spanners x 2 - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good62

Boxed Lot - Petrol pump alloy pump's parts - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Good63

Figural Enamel Sign - from bowser top, an abstract arched arrow, red & black on yellow 
'Super-Charged'. Two points have been cut, substantial chipping, surface rust and 
crease.75%

225 - 275Poor64

Tin Signs - quantity of tin road signs, including speed limit, keep left, etc - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

50 - 60Good65

Tin Signs - quantity of tin road signs, including no entry & give way - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

50 - 60Good66

Tin Signs - quantity of tin road signs, including no right turn & speed limit 30 - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

50 - 60Good67

Petrol Pump - 'Wayne' double pump, an older restoration 'Neptune' artwork & decals, four 
nickel plated windows, two with glass, no nozzles or hoses. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1250 - 1500Good68

Petrol Pump - 'Gilbarco' model CM-STC, original paint with most fittings & a genuine 
'Plume' enamel sign attached, nozzle but no hose. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

750 - 1000Good69

Petrol Pump - 'Gilbarco' model CMS, original condition with the majority of fittings 'BP' 
artwork and an original perspex 'BP' sheild globe (some cracks and glue), no nozzle or 
hose. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1000 - 1250Good70

Petrol Pump - 'Gilbarco' model CME, original condition with the majority of fittings 'Golden 
Fleece' artwork and original perspex ram globe (minor marks), nozzle but no hose. 
BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1000 - 1250Good71

Petrol Pump - 'Gilbarco' later model T332, original paint work & the majority of fittings, with
hose and nozzle. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

300 - 400Good72

Early Petrol Pump - Original from the 'Bowser Co, Sydney' heavy steel base with large 
glass bowl atop (damaged), mostly complete, no hose or nozzle. Very rare & worthy of 
restoration. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1000 - 1250Fair73

Petrol Pump - tall 'Wayne' bullseye, original condition and mostly complete with no hose or
nozzle. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1000 - 1250Good74

Early Petrol Pump - unknown maker, tin plate cylinder with two hinged doors revealing a 
skeleton manual pump. No hose or nozzle, original 'Shell' paint & artwork. Very rare & 
unusual. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1750 - 2250Good75

Early Petrol Pump - 'Eskay' self measuring pump, made by 'Shipman & King, Melbourne'. 
Original red paint & 'Mobil' artwork, a mostly complete manual pump with no hose or 
nozzle. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

3000 - 4000Good76

Early Petrol Pump - 'Gilbarco' double bowl manual pump. Mostly complete with twin hoses
& nozzles. Original condition, worn paint and 'Vacuum' artwork. BUYER IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

2500 - 3000Good77

Petrol Pump - 'Gilbarco' later model #1006, mostly complete with hose & nozzle. Original 
condition with "Amoco" artwork. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & 
TRANSPORT

400 - 600Good78

Petrol Pump - 'Gilbarco" model TCE, mostly complete with nickel plated window and glass,
no hose or nozzle. Original condition with worn paint. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

600 - 800Fair79

Enamel Sign - red & black on yellow 'Ruston Oil Engines, Sydney, Melbourne & Brisbane' 
large pictorial of stationary engine. Some creasing mostly to ends with edge chipping, 
surface rust & marks. 85% - 210cm x 95cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

800 - 1200Good80

Enamel Sign - round, yellow, black & white on red 'Castrol Wakefield Motor Oil' bow tie 
design. Some creasing and substantial chipping to face & edge. 85% - 90cm diam

250 - 350Fair81

Enamel Signs x 2 - from engine, white on red 'Armstrong-Holland Ltd' champion t/m. 
Some large dings & edge damage. 80% - 22cm x 10cm. Also an enamel gate sign 
'Sunshine Gate Please Shut'. Substantial chipping, 70% - 30cm x 10cm

75 - 100Fair82

Signs x 2 - an enamel black & white 'Boiler Room' 25cm x 5cm, and a tin black on white 
"Please shut this Lynch gate" 30cm x 7cm. Minor marks

60 - 80Very Good83

Enamel Sign - from engine, white on black 'Ruston-Bucyrus', chipping mostly to eyelets. 
95% - 60cm x 20cm

100 - 125Good84

Enamel Sign - from engine, blue & red on white 'Broomwade British Made' Union Jack t/m.
Some minor chips & marks. 95% - 90cm x 5cm

100 - 125Very Good85

NB. 13.75% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auctioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 3
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Enamel Sign - DS hanger, white on blue 'Clyde Batteries Sales & Service'. Several large 
dings mostly to edge, surface crazing & rust. 85% - 55cm x 35cm

200 - 250Fair86

Enamel Sign - DS hanger, black & white on red 'Lightning Farm Implements & Fruit 
Graders'. A few scattered dings & marks. 95% - 90cm x 60cm

400 - 500Very Good87

Enamel Signs x 2 - both from engines, white on blue 'P&H Milwaukee, USA'. Some chips, 
mostly to edge. Both 95% - 65cm x 25cm

80 - 120Very Good88

Enamel Sign - red & blue on white 'Agent for Moffat-Virtue Ltd'. A couple of large dings and
chipping to edge. 90% - 180cm x 45cm

350 - 450Good89

Tin Sign - embossed, red, black & white 'Howard Rotavator'. Some minor marks. 95% - 
75cm x 30cm

60 - 80Very Good90

Enamel Sign - red & black on yellow 'Shell Agricultural Oils'. Some minor chipping, surface
crazing & marks. Very rare, 95% - 90cm x 45cm

500 - 600Very Good91

Enamel Sign - black on green 'Shearer Farm Machinery'. Some scattered dings & minor 
marks. 95% - 90cm x 45cm

300 - 400Very Good92

Enamel Sign - green & red on white 'Moulang Agricultural Equipment'. Some corner chips, 
surface rust & crazing. 90% - 40cm x 25cm

175 - 225Very Good93

Enamel Sign - reproduction, white on blue, 'Blackstone Oil Engines, Clutterbuck, 
Melbourne'. 95% - 45cm x 35cm

75 - 100Very Good94

Tin Sign - black on orange 'Morrison Automatic, Sales and Service' pictorial of engine. 
Some spotting & minor marks. 90% - 60cm x 45cm

225 - 275Very Good95

Tin Sign - white on blue 'The Ferguson System' pictorial of tractor & plough. Some edge 
damage and paint runs to face. 90% - 75cm x 45cm

225 - 275Good96

Enamel Sign - DS hanger, red & green on yellow 'Wiles Agricultural Implements'. Some 
minor marks. 95% - 60cm x 75cm

325 - 375Very Good97

Enamel Sign - oval, black & white on red 'Perrin Engineers, Brisbane'. A few scattered 
chips & marks. 95% - 75cm x 30cm

100 - 125Very Good98

Enamel Sign - DS round, red on yellow 'Sunshine Massey Harris Farm Machinery'. A few 
minor edge dings. 95% - 75cm diam

750 - 1000Very Good99

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'The Australasian Implement & House Furnishing Coy'.
A few scattered edge dings and minor marks. 95% - 150cm x 60cm

275 - 325Very Good100

Enamel Sign - red & yellow on black 'John Deere Farm Implements' large pictorial of a 
running deer. Some edge chipping & minor marks. 95% - 185cm x 60cm

2250 - 2750Very Good101

Mounted Tin Sign - a fancy wrought iron wall bracket with a round DS tin sign, yellow & 
black on red 'Southern Cross Machinery' with pictorial of Australia & Papua New Guinea. 
Some minor marks. 95% - 50cm diam

750 - 1000Very Good102

Enamel Sign - DS shaped hanger, white on red 'David Brown Tractors & Implements'. A 
few scattered dings and surface marks. 95% - 45cm x 75cm

400 - 500Very Good103

Perspex Sign - large round moulded sign from illuminated frame, black & white on red 
'Massey Ferguson' pictorial of tractor & plough. Some light surface scuffs & marks. 95% - 
85cm diam

600 - 800Very Good104

Enamel Sign - red, yellow, green & black on white 'Buzacott Authorized Dealer'. Some 
edge dings, surface fading, scuffs & marks. 85% - 90cm x 45cm

275 - 325Good105

Tin Sign - in metal frame, red & black on white 'Firestone the Leader in the Field' pictorial 
of tractor & plough. Some surface scuffs & scratches. 90% - 55cm x 45cm

150 - 200Good106

Tin Sign - DS shaped hanger, black & white on red 'Nuffield Universal Tractor Service & 
Sales'. Minor marks. 95% - 80cm x 40cm

300 - 400Very Good107

Tin Sign - DS round hanger, black & white on red 'Nuffield Universal Tractor Service & 
Sales'. Some surface scuffs & marks. 90% - 90cm diam

250 - 300Good108

Tin Sign - DS hanger, yellow & red on black 'Howard Tractors & Rotary Hoes'. Some 
surface scratching & paint peeling. One side is 85% other is 70%. 90cm x 60cm

275 - 325Fair109

Tin Sign - black on yellow 'Comet Windmills' with four QLD addresses, pictorial of a 
windmill. Some surface wear, fading & minor marks. 85% - 50cm x 70cm

350 - 450Good110

Advertising Show Stand - A metal frame with tripod base & circulating arms advertising 
various 'Cooper's' products. Signs include four painted masonite varieties & ten 3D 
cardboard advertising tins. All related to sheep dip, cattle dip, etc. One arm missing 
otherwise remarkably intact. Extremely rare. A great show piece. Standing 210cm tall

2250 - 2750Very Good111

Enamel Sign - blue on white 'Simplex Milking Machines'. Some edge chipping & minor 
marks. 95% - 70cm x 10cm

80 - 120Very Good112

Enamel Sign - blue & red on white 'Agent for Baltic Simplex, Agricultural & Dairy Farm 
Machinery'. Some chipping to corners & minor marks. 95% - 90cm x 60cm

350 - 450Very Good113

NB. 13.75% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auctioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 4
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Tin Sign - red & white on cream 'Lister Cream Separators'. Some edge flaking & minor 
marks. 95% - 60cm x 45cm

175 - 225Very Good114

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, white on blue 'Agency Alfa Laval Cream Separators'. Some 
minor edge chipping & minor marks. 95% - 45cm x 25cm

350 - 450Very Good115

Brass Building Sign - on wooden mounting block 'District Representatives for Lister, Sheep
Shearing Machinery, etc'. Some age wear & minor marks. 95% - 60cm x 30cm

350 - 450Very Good116

Enamel Sign - yellow & white on red 'Authorized Distributor for Cooper Machinery'. Some 
chipping, mostly to screw holes. 95% - 60cm x 45cm

250 - 350Very Good117

Enamel Signs x 2 - both mounted varieties, blue on white 'Moffat-Virtue Ltd Sydney'. Some
scattered dings & marks. both 90% one is 40cm x 10cm other 30cm x 10cm

80 - 120Good118

Enamel Sign - round, blue & white on red 'Cooper's Sheep Dip Sold Here'. Some surface 
fading, light scuffs & marks. 90% - 50cm diam

300 - 350Good119

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'Cooper's Powder Dip' large pictorial of blow fly. Some 
chipping, mostly to edge & nail holes. 95% - 50cm x 65cm

750 - 1000Very Good120

Tin Sign - rectangular with shaped top, white & black on blue 'Agents for Stockowners 
Shearing Ltd'. Stylized pictorial of a ram. 95% - 40cm x 20cm

225 - 275Very Good121

Enamel Sign - black on yellow 'Cooper's Sheep Shower'. Some chipping, mostly to one 
corner. 90% - 25cm x 15cm

75 - 125Good122

Enamel Sign - blue on yellow 'Cooper Finest Shearing Machinery Made'. Some chipping, 
mostly to screw hole. 90% - 50cm x 20cm

175 - 225Very Good123

Enamel Sign - blue on white 'Burgon Sheep Shearing Machine Co'. Large chips to screw 
holes and edge, surface scuffs & marks. 85% - 55cm x 20cm

225 - 275Fair124

Shearers Handpieces x 3 - nickel plated with leather grips 'Lister' & 'Sunbeam' x2 80 - 120Good125

Shearers Handpieces x 4 -  all nickel plated with leather grips. 'Suregrip', 'Lister' x 2 and an
early unknown variety

125 - 150Good126

Enamel Gate Sign - red & black on white 'Please Shut Gate - Use Vacdip & Vacmark'. 
Small chip to one screw hole. 95% - 40cm x 10cm

400 - 500Very Good127

Enamel Sign - from petrol pump - multicoloured pictorial on white background 'Texaco 
Power Chief' finely detailed portrait of Maori chief with tattooed face and headgear. One of 
Australasia's most desirable petrol signs. Some minor chipping to screw holes and edge, 
minor scuffs & marks. 95% - 35cm x 36cm

8000 - 12000Very Good128

Enamel Sign - red & black on yellow 'The Shell Company of Australia Limited'. Large chips
to screw holes, surface scuffs & marks. 90% - 60cm x 20cm

225 - 275Good129

Enamel Gate Sign - red & black on white 'Please Shut Gate - Use Plume Motor Spirit & 
Mobiloil'. Some chips to screw holes and edge, light surface rust & marks. 95% - 40cm x 
10cm

400 - 500Very Good130

Enamel 'Shell Oil' Badges x 2 - maker Amor, Melbourne. 'Shell X100'. One has red 
background, other has white. 4cm square

80 - 100Very Good131

Enamel 'Shell Oil' Badges x 2 - maker Amor, Melbourne. 'Shell X100'. One has yellow 
background, other has cream. 4cm square

80 - 100Very Good132

'GMH' Badges x 2 - early round enamel - maker Stokes & Son, Melb 'General Motors 
Dealer' 5cm diam. Other is Hobson, Melb maker, brass shaped badge 'Southern Motors, 
Carlton' 9cm long. Both have stylized car logo

175 - 225Good133

'Ford' enamel badges x 2 - one is Bertram Bros, Melb maker 'Oakleigh Motors, Ford V8' 
5.5cm long. Other is Laughtons, Melb maker 'Clifton Hill Centenary, Motors Ford V8' 4cm 
high

125 - 150Very Good134

Enamel 'Vacuum Oil' Badge - WG Lewis, Burmingham maker 'Mobiloil' with pictorial of 
racing car & gargoyle 6.5cm long

125 - 150Very Good135

Enamel 'Neptune Oil' Badge - Stokes, Melb maker 'Neptune Lubrication Service' King 
Neptune & trident t/m 6.5cm long

125 - 150Very Good136

Enamel 'Ford Tractor' Badge - Stokes, Melb maker 'Ford Tractors & Farm Equipment' 
pictorial of man on a tractor 5cm long

125 - 150Very Good137

Enamel 'Harley Davidson' Badges x 2 - both KG Luke, Melb maker both 'Harley-Davidson 
Motorcycles' large shaped badge black on orange 6cm long, small badge blue on white 
'Hilledge Bros, Melb' 3cm

175 - 225Very Good138

Enamel 'Shell Oil' Pins x 3 - all Amor, Melb maker - a large yellow shell, small red and a 
small blue

60 - 80Good139

Enamel Car Pins x3 - various Aussie makers 'Dodge Authorized Service', 'Ford Genuine 
Parts' and other unknown

75 - 100Good140

Enamel 'Neptune Oil' Pins x 3 - all Stokes, Melb maker - large & small red trident and a 
small blue trident

75 - 100Very Good141

NB. 13.75% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auctioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 5
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Car Badges x 3 - all shaped as map of Australia - a '1955 Redex trial competitor' and two 
'FC Holden 50th Anniversary badges. All 9cm wide

125 - 150Very Good142

Car Badge - advertising 'Neptune Motor Oil' a red trident design 9.5cm tall 75 - 100Very Good143

Car Badge - nickel plated brass in the form of a kookaburra sitting on a boomarang 'RACQ
Honour Badge'. Some wear & marks. 15cm wide

75 - 125Good144

Car Badge - nickel plated brass 'Royal Automobile Club Associate' with RACQ enamel 
badge to centre 10cm diam

75 - 125Very Good145

Car Badge - nickel plated brass 'Royal Automobile Club Associate' with RACQ enamel 
badge to centre, earlier variety than previous - 9cm diam

75 - 125Very Good146

Car Badges x 2 - both nickel plated brass, one is blue enamelled 'NRMA' other is cut out 
'RAC' with crown on top. Both 7.5cm diam

60 - 80Good147

Car Bonnet Mascots x 3 - all nickel plated brass - one is large stylised swan 18cm tall, 
other two are horseheads mounted in horseshoes both 9cm tall

100 - 125Very Good148

Mack Truck Ashtray - nickel plated alloy, round tray with cigarette rests and bulldog figure 
atop circa 1980 - 14cm diam

75 - 100Very Good149

Mack Truck Mascot - nickel plated brass bulldog with alloy base, genuine patented design 
circa 1986. 12cm tall

125 - 150Very Good150

Mack Truck Radiator Cap - nickel plated brass bulldog with brass hinged base, genuine 
patented design circa 1960. Some scuffs & marks, 14cm tall

175 - 225Very Good151

Mack Truck Dog Emblems x 3 - gold finished alloy, embossed half figures of bulldogs, 
genuine registered designs circa 1986. Some wear, 13cm long. Also Mack truck key.

60 - 80Good152

Mack Truck Manual etc - 1960s Mack service manual, quantity of the Bulldog Bulletin 
magazines and four Mack VIP drinking glasses

40 - 60Good153

Quantity Mack Truck Parts - 1960s hudcap, 1980s mirror, name badge, etc 60 - 80Good154

Advertising Directional Sign - tin with steel mount Caltex Star t/m 'Devonborough Downs, 
Maldorky' to both sides. Some scuffs & scratches. 85% - 120cm x 120cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

125 - 150Fair155

Enamel Directional Sign - red & black on white 'Shell Service, Arrabury' shell clam t/m. 
Some chipping to screw holes and wall mount. 90% - 58cm x 18cm

225 - 275Good156

Enamel Sign - blue & red on white 'Use Dependable Champion Spark Plugs'. A few 
scattered chips to face & edge, some scratches & minor marks. 90% - 55cm x 35cm

225 - 275Good157

Enamel Gate Sign - red & black on yellow 'Please Close - Cross Power Kerosine' maltese 
cross t/m. Chipping to screw holes, creases, surface rust & marks. 80% - 33cm x 9cm

200 - 250Good158

Enamel Sign - green, black & red on white 'Caltex Super Power Kerosine'  star and drum 
t/m. Several scattered dings & holes. 95% - 180cm x 90cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

500 - 700Very Good159

Enamel Sign - white on royal blue 'Plymouth Motor Cars, Product of Chrysler Motors' 
pictorial of sailing ship on ocean. An extremely rare Simpson, Adelaide sign. Chip to one 
screw hole and minor edge dings. 95% - 60cm x 75cm

1500 - 2000Very Good160

Enamel Sign - shield shape, blue & red on white 'Vacuum Oil Company, Agent' pegasus 
t/m. Some large chips to screw holes, surface scuffs & marks. 90% - 120cm x 90cm - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

325 - 375Very Good161

Enamel Sign - black on white 'Broken Hill Mines Signal Code for Winding Engines' 1937. 
Some edge dings, mostly to screw holes. 95% 45cm x 105cm

275 - 325Very Good162

Enamel Sign - black on white 'Broken Hill Mines Signal Code for Winding Engines' 1957. 
Some edge dings, mostly to screw holes. 95% 40cm x 85cm

175 - 225Very Good163

Tin Sign - diamond shape with embossed edge, yellow & white on blue 'Goodyear Tyres' 
flag & winged boot t/m. Some light scuffs & paint wear. 95% - 70cm x 40cm

80 - 120Very Good164

Tin Sign - red & blue on white 'Contains Benzol'. Paint peeling to edge, surface scuffs & 
scratches. 80% - 50cm x 30cm

60 - 80Fair165

Tin Sign - black & white on orange 'Champion Spark Plugs' pictorial of plug. Minor scuffs &
marks. 95% - 40cm x 50cm

125 - 150Very Good166

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, green & black on white 'Laurel Kerosene' laurel wreath t/m. 
Discoloured background with chipping mostly to edge and mount. 80% - 60cm x 40cm

250 - 300Fair167

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, black & red on white 'Mobiloil' gargoyle t/m. Minor chipping 
to edge with substantial chipping to wall mount. 90% - 65cm x 40cm

275 - 325Good168

Enamel Sign - two pieced with rolled edge, black & red on white 'Super Plume Ethyl'. 
Scattered dings to face & edge have been retouched. 90% - 180cm  x 180cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

1500 - 1750Good169

Enamel Sign - embossed with rolled edge, yellow on blue 'Goodyear Tyres' winged boot 
t/m. Scattered damage to blue background & edge has been repainted. Minor touch-ups to
lettering. 80% - 180cm x 60cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

500 - 750Fair170

NB. 13.75% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auctioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 6
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Enamel Sign - elongated oval shape, black, red & blue on white 'Waratah Motor Spirit'. 
Some chipping mostly to edge & screw holes, face wear & marks. 90% - 45cm x 180cm - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

600 - 800Very Good171

Enamel Sign - 3 piece embossed with rolled edge, red & black on yellow 'Super Shell'. 
Scattered chips, creasing and edge damage has been retouched. 85% - 260cm x 180cm - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

2250 - 2750Good172

Enamel Sign - embossed with rolled edge, black & red on yellow 'Dunlop'. Some chipping 
mostly to edge & screw holes, surface spots & marks. 90% - 60cm x 180cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

800 - 1200Good173

Enamel Sign from Lubritorium - yellow & black on red 'Shell Motor Oil - Single, Double, 
Triple, Golden'. Some chipping to edge and small spots to face. 95% - 175cm x 75cm - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

750 - 1000Very Good174

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, red & black on yellow 'Shell Motor Spirit'. Several large 
scattered chips, surface crazing & marks. 75% - 55cmx 35cm

175 - 225Fair175

Enamel Sign - elongated oval, black, red & blue on white 'Neptune Motor Oil'. Edge dings 
mostly to screw holes, surface rust & stains. Needs a clean. 90% - 45cm x 180cm - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

600 - 800Good176

Tins x 4 - 5 gal 'Golden Fleece', 1 gal 'Mobiloil' & 'Castrol' and a 'Shell car care kit'. 70% - 
90% - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

60 - 80Fair177

Tins x 2 - both 1 gal, 'Energol' & 'Esso'. 90% 60 - 80Good178

Tins x 2 - both 'Neptune', 1 gal 'Automotive Lubricant' & 1lb 'Grease'. 70% - 80% 40 - 60Fair179

Tins x 2 - both 1 quart 'Atlantic' - one is round, other is rectangular. 85% 50 - 60Good180

Motor Oil Tin - 1 gal 'Neptune HVI Motor Oil'. A few dings & marks, needs a clean. A rare 
early tin with original cap. Remarkable condition

500 - 600Very Good181

Motor Oil Tin - 1 gal 'Texaco' star t/m on a green background. Some fading & spots with 
hole to top side edge. Needs a clean

75 - 125Fair182

Ford Tins x 2 - a 1 gal 'Antifreeze' 60% and a 1 quart 'Tractor Oil' 95% 60 - 80Fair183

Motor Oil Tin - 1 gal, red on green 'Wakefield Castrol' early variety with some rust spotting 
and marks. 85%

100 - 125Good184

Motor Oil Tin - 1 gal, 'Summit Brand Lubricants' with multicoloured pictorial of a mountain. 
A very early tin from HC Sleigh. Surface is worn with light rust & scratching. Colours are 
strong, shows well. 70%

300 - 400Fair185

Motor Oil Tins x 2 - both 1 gal, one is 'Summit Brand Lubricants' with multicoloured 
pictorial of a mountain. A very early tin from HC Sleigh. Light scuffs, face damage has 
been retouched. Colours are strong, shows well. Other is early red & green 'Wakefield 
Castrol'. Both 75%

300 - 400Fair186

Oil Bottles x 2 - 1 quart 'Castrol' and 1 pint 'Wakefield Castrol' - minor lip nibbles, no tin 
tops

75 - 100Good187

Handy Oilers x 2 - 4oz 'Esso' never opened & 125ml 'Esso Tiger Benzin' tiger t/m 75 - 100Very Good188

Handy Oilers x 3 - all 4oz 'Caltex Home Lubricant' and 'Texaco Home Lubricant' both with 
pictorials of houses, also a cylindrical 'Texaco' later variety. 90% - 95%

125 - 150Very Good189

Handy Oilers x 3 - a 4oz 'Mobil' never used, a 1oz 'Wakefield Oilit' and a 125ml French 
'Huilamye' 90% - 95%

75 - 100Very Good190

Mobil Tins x 3 - all European with gargoyle t/ms. 1 quart motor oil, and two 1/2 lb grease. 
80% - 90%

75 - 100Good191

Motor Oil Tin - 1 quart 'Kendall Outboard Motor Oil'. 95% 75 - 125Very Good192

Oil Tin - 1 pt conical shape 'Mobiloil Special' pegasus t/m. An unusual European tin, never 
opened. 95%

150 - 175Very Good193

John Deere Tins x 2 - both 1pt 'John Deere Lubricant' pictorial of a deer running. 95% 60 - 80Very Good194

Chrysler Tins x 2 - 1 quart 'Chryco Motor Oil' some dints and a 1lb paper label 'Mopar 
Lithium Grease' 95%

40 - 60Good195

Motor Oil Tins x 2 - both 1 gal early 'Double Shell' with large clam t/m 75% and a 'Double 
Shell Drag Free' 85%

175 - 225Good196

Motor Oil Tins x 2 - 1 gal and 1 quart, both 'You Can Be Sure Of Shell' 85% - 90% 125 - 150Good197

Motor Oil Tins x 2 - both 1 gal 'Golden Fleece' - early hex design 95% and a ram on 
dogbone design 75%

125 - 150Good198

Motor Oil Tins x 2 - both 1 gal 'Golden Fleece' early ram on dogbone 85% and later ram 
95%

80 - 120Good199

Oil Bottle - 1 quart 'Golden Fleece' embossed ram t/m. Original tin top 90% 600 - 800Very Good200

Oil Bottle - 1 pt 'Golden Fleece' embossed ram t/m. Original tin top 85% 700 - 900Very Good201

NB. 13.75% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auctioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 7
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Enamel Sign - DS shaped hanger, red & black on white 'Caltex Depot' chipping mostly to 
screw holes and edge, some surface scuffs & scratches. 85% - 60cm x 90cm

250 - 350Good202

Enamel Sign - red & blue on white 'Neptune Tractor Kerosine' pictorial of farmer at tractor 
wheel. Some scattered dings mostly to edge. Rare, attractive smaller sign. 95% - 120cm x
60cm

750 - 1000Very Good203

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'We Recommend Laurel Kerosene'. Chipping to face, 
edge & screw holes has been retouched. 90% - 120cm x 60cm

275 - 325Good204

Enamel Sign - DS round framed, black & red on white 'Caltex' star t/m. A few scattered 
dings & marks. 95% - 95cm diam

325 - 375Very Good205

Enamel Sign - round, blue & red on white 'Purr Pull'. Two sections of substantial chipping 
to edge, light scuffs & marks. A rare Aussie motor oil sign. 90% - 90cm diam

1250 - 1500Good206

Enamel Sign - DS diamond shaped hanger, black & white on orange 'John Bull tyres' 
pictorial of John Bull. Some edge chipping, surface rust & marks. 90% - 40cm x 40cm

250 - 300Good207

Enamel Sign - red & blue on white 'Mobilgas' pegasus t/m. Minor edge dings. 95% - 25cm 
x 50cm

125 - 150Very Good208

Enamel Sign - red & blue on white 'Mobilgas Special' pegasus t/m. Some fading & a few 
scattered dings. 95% - 35cm x 50cm

100 - 125Good209

Enamel Sign - black, white & blue on yellow 'Pennant Kerosene' flag & shell t/m. A few 
minor scuffs & marks. 95% - 55cm x30cm

275 - 325Very Good210

NB. 13.75% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auctioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 8
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Auction Day: 2

Pedal Car - 'Cyclops Clipper' - complete with wheels, steering wheel, tipper, horn and 
decals 

500 - 600Very Good211

Pedal Car - 'Cyclops' jeep with wheels, grill, steering wheel, original condition with worn 
paint

325 - 375Good212

Tricycle - 'Cyclops' 3 wheeler with standing pads, leather seat 100 - 125Good213

Tricycle - 'Cyclops' with training wheels & basket 75 - 100Fair214

Mobo Rocking Frame - wrought iron with tin plate seat. Early & primitive, original  paint 150 - 200Good215

Toy Tractor - plastic body with steel frame & wheel - tin seat - damage to plastic body 125 - 150Fair216

Toy Clothes Line - 'Cyclops' - tubular steel with decal 75 - 100Very Good217

Childs Table & Chairs - 'Cyclops' tin plate table with folding frame & 3 matching chairs 60 - 80Good218

Dolly Strollers x 2 - both 'Cyclops' - one is denim pattern, other is floral with pompoms 80 - 120Good219

Rockers x 2 & Folding Seat - all 'Cyclops' tubular steel - wheeled rocker with dashboard 
and chrome and plastic hanging childs seat

60 - 80Good220

Childs Trikes x 2 & Wheelbarrow - two small 3 wheeled trikes & galvanised child's barrow 80 - 100Good221

Dolls Prams x 2 - both steel frame with wheels & vinyl covers 75 - 100Good222

Dolls Prams x 2 - 'Cyclops' tin plate body with vinyl hood, other is woven vinyl  hood 75 - 100Good223

Cyclops Strollers x 2 - one is a tandem, tartan clothed - other single with original paint 125 - 150Good224

Early Tricycle - steel frame with rubber wheels & standing pads - original condition 100 - 125Good225

Tricycle - tandem 'Cyclops' trike - tubular, steel frame - has original paint & dicky seat 100 - 125Good226

Tricycles x 2 - both 3 wheelers, one has wooden seat & handle 60 - 80Good227

Tricycles x 2 - both 3 wheelers, one has wooden seat & handle 60 - 80Good228

Moulded Tractor - plastic - 'Farmland Super Deluxe' - Aussie made 3 wheeler 80 - 120Very Good229

Early Tricycle - 'Cyclops' steel frame - worn red paint 60 - 80Very Good230

Wheeled Toys X 2 - 'Cyclops' 4 wheel trailer & steel framed 'Flivver No1' 60 - 80Good231

Childs Penny Farthing - 'Cyclops' - steel frame with rubber tyres - orig. & quite complete 125 - 150Good232

Tricycle - large tubular steel framed, chain driven trike - orig. worn condition 75 - 100Fair233

Scooters X 2 - 'Cyclops' 2 wheeler with brake & unusual 'Honda' 3 wheeler, chain driven 
scooter 

80 - 120Good234

Tricycle - 'Cyclops' - steel frame with rubber tyres & standing pads - original, worn 
condition

100 - 125Good235

Childs Bicycle - 2 wheeler with mud guards 60 - 80Good236

Horse Tricycle - steel frame 3 wheeler with moulded plastic horse head - orig. worn 
condition

100 - 125Good237

Pedal Car Parts - steering wheel with front wheels, also hub caps X 2 60 - 80Fair238

Pedal Car - 'Pilgrim Typhoon' - steel body with rubber wheels with screen guard. Original 
decals are worn

325 - 375Good239

Pedal Car - 'Cyclops' - early 'Clipper' - steel body with rubber wheels & tray. Original worn 
condition

300 - 400Fair240

Enamel Sign - black on yellow - 'Farmer's Trustee Company' - some chips to edge & minor
marks. 90% - 20cm x 30cm

60 - 80Good241

Tin Sign - multicoloured pictorial featuring packet - 'Vincent's Powders'. Some minor 
marks. 95% - 30cm x 45cm

80 - 120Very Good242

Enamel Sign - black & white on red - 'Portland Cement' pictorial of cement bag. Minor 
marks. 95% - 45cm x 60cm

125 - 150Very Good243

Enamel Sign - red & blue on cream - 'Brighton Cement' pictorial of cement bag. 95% - 
50cm x 75cm

175 - 225Very Good244

Tin Sign - diamond shape - black & white on yellow - 'Saxon Drilling Co'  some fading, 
scuffs & wear. 80% - 62cm x 40cm

75 - 100Good245

Enamel Sign - red & black on white - 'Commonwealth Savings Bank of Australia'. Minor 
marks. 95% - 90cm x 30cm

125 - 150Very Good246

Enamel Sign - white on blue - 'Fry's Cocoa' - some scattered dings mostly to nail holes. 
90% - 75cm x 40cm

275 - 325Good247

Enamel Sign - black on yellow - 'Commonwealth Fertilisers' sickle brand - some minor 
dings & surface rust. 95% - 75cm x 45cm

150 - 200Very Good248
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Enamel Sign - white on blue - 'Dunlop Garden Hose' an unusual 'Metters, Sydney' sign. A 
few chips to screw holes & minor marks. 95% - 75cm x 35cm

175 - 225Very Good249

Enamel Sign - white on red - 'Wallaroo-Mt Lyle High Grade Supers'. Chips to bottom 
corners. 95% - 60cm X 90cm

125 - 150Very Good250

Tin Sign - white, black & red on green - 'South British Insurance Company'. Minor scuffs & 
marks. 95% - 60cm x 35cm

80 - 120Very Good251

Enamel Sign - blue & black on white - 'New Zealand Loan & Mercantile Company, 
Brisbane' interesting produce sign, Some chips mainly to screw holes, surface rust & 
marks. 90% - 75cm x 45cm

225 - 275Good252

Enamel Sign - multicoloured pictorial featuring woman with flag - 'South British Insurance 
Company'. Some edge chipping, surface fading & marks. 90% - 60cm x 45cm

275 - 325Very Good253

Enamel Sign - red & black on white - 'Victorian S.E.C. Danger Sign' - some surface rust & 
marks. 95% - 90cm x 45cm

80 - 120Very Good254

Enamel Sign - with returned edge - black, red & white on yellow - 'Four'N Twenty Pies' 
pictorial of blackbirds flying out of pie. Some surface wear & marks. 95% - 175cm x 55cm 
- FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

175 - 225Very Good255

Set of Spring Scales - cast iron with brass face - 'Salter Spring Balance Number 50' - orig. 
condition  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

80 - 120Good256

Set of Butchers Scales - 'Swift Red Line' - enamelled cast iron - deco style - glass window 
needs replacing - orig. condition  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

175 - 225Good257

Set of Chemist Scales - 'Avery' - enamelled coin operated personal scales - orig. condition
with some minor damage  - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Good258

Railway Personal Scales - 'Toledo' coin operated personal scales that were used on 
railway platforms - cast iron with enamelled body - window needs replacing - original with 
some minor damage - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

300 - 400Good259

Railway Platform Scales - 'Avery' - very large railway platform scales - cast iron with dial 
face & sliding measure - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

300 - 400Good260

Boxed Lot - Motorcycle Boots - leather lined boots with zippers - 2 pair 0 - 0Good261

Boxed Lot - hurricane lamps X 3 & Kerosine tank 0 - 0Good262

Boxed Lot - pub trays - a selection of vintage advertising tin trays 0 - 0Good263

Boxed Lot - old bottles - includes milk, soft drinks etc 0 - 0Good264

Boxed Lot - beer glasses etc 0 - 0Good265

Boxed Lot - wooden planes & postal scales - 0 - 0Good266

Boxed Lot - binoculars, blow torch etc 0 - 0Good267

Boxed Lot - boxed carving set & pair of candle sconcers 0 - 0Good268

Boxed Lot - novelty lamp - brass figurine & copper ballet shoe 0 - 0Good269

Boxed Lot - Art Deco Hanging Light with 5 glass shell shades 0 - 0Good270

Boxed Lot - pair of hurricane lamps 0 - 0Good271

Boxed Lot - terracotta Water Monkey 0 - 0Good272

Illuminated Sign - alloy frame with perspex panel - 'Please Pay Here' 80 - 120Good273

Pair of Human Yolks - early wooden yolks with metal chains 80 - 120Good274

Boxed Lot - large composition doll 125 - 150Good275

Boxed Lot - Vintage dolls X 2 100 - 125Good276

Boxed Lot - 'Batman' dolls etc 0 - 0Good277

Boxed Lot - 'Star Wars' toys etc 0 - 0Good278

Boxed Lot - Vintage Dolls 50 - 60Good279

Boxed Lot - Vintage Dolls- includes 1 with composition head 60 - 80Good280

Boxed Lot - Vintage teddies X 2 - one is mohair, other worn cloth 80 - 120Good281

Vintage Teddy Bear - 'Alpha Farnell' 75 - 100Good282

Boxed Lot - 3 small vintage teddies. 100 - 125Good283

Boxed Lot - Vintage Toys - early tin cars X 4 0 - 0Good284

Boxed Lot - Vintage Toys - includes 'Dinky' buses, cars etc 0 - 0Good285

Boxed Lot - toy trains - includes part train set & large Jap tin plate train 125 - 150Good286

Boxed Lot - Toys - mostly model cars, tank, boat etc. 0 - 0Good287

Boxed Lot - early plaster Snoopy money boxes 0 - 0Good288

Boxed Lot - large action figures - Batman and Superman 0 - 0Good289
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Vintage Toys - plastic 'Cyclops Jet Surf Board'  & wooden 'Warwick Bullet Skateboard' 60 - 80Good290

Enamel Sign - blue & black on white 'Brighton Cement' Stags head t/m. Minor marks. 90%
- 40cm x 55cm

150 - 175Very Good291

Enamel Sign - blue on white 'Manchester Assurance Company' minor marks. 95% - 45cm 
x 30cm

80 - 120Very Good292

Enamel Sign - round, yellow on blue - 'The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria - Reserve 
Champion' few minor dings and marks. 95% - 30cm diam

175 - 225Very Good293

Enamel Sign - blue & cream 'The Farmers & Graziers Co Op'. A few minor edge dings. 
95% - 45cm x 35cm

100 - 125Very Good294

Tin Sign - black & orange on cream 'Agent for Metters Farm Machinery'. Some minor 
marks. 95% - 45cm x 30cm

125 - 150Very Good295

Enamel Sign - white on blue 'Australian Mutual Fire Insurance'. Some large scattered 
chips, surface wear and marks. 70% - 60cm x 40cm

75 - 100Fair296

Enamel Sign - black & grey on white 'Pope Irrigation'. Minor marks. 95% - 30cm x 30cm 60 - 80Very Good297

Enamel Sign - blue & red on white 'British America Assurance Coy'. Some edge dings, 
minor scrapes and marks. 95% - 40cm x 25cm

80 - 120Very Good298

Enamel Sign - black,maroon &  yellow on white 'Wunderflex'  pictorial of builder with board.
Some large dings, surface fading & marks. 70% - 60cm x 75cm

175 - 225Fair299

Enamel Sign - black on pale yellow 'Compton's Pay Cash for Skins'. Minor chipping to 
egde and minor marks. 95% - 60cm x 45cm

150 - 200Very Good300

Enamel Sign - white on red. 'The United Insurance Company Limited' pictorial of kangaroo
and emu. Some crazing & scattered dings to surface. 75% - 50cm x 30cm

75 - 100Fair301

Enamel Sign - blue & red on white 'Hardy's Genuine Fibrolite' pictorial of builder and 
house. Scattered dings mostly to edges & minor stains and marks. 85% - 90cm x 60cm

125 - 150Good302

Enamel Sign - d/s red on white. 'Agents For Mt Lyell Manures' cut down with minor edge 
wear, small chip to one surface, scuffs & marks. 90% - 55 cm x 35 cm

80 - 100Good303

Enamel Sign - brown on white 'Agency for Union-Fidelity Trustee Company'. Minor marks. 
95% - 45cm x 30cm

80 - 100Very Good304

Enamel Sign - white on red 'Agency for United Insurance Company Limited' coat of arms 
pictorial. Substantial chipping mostly to edges, two cuts. Minor scratches and staining. 
75% - 50cm x 30cm

60 - 80Fair305

Enamel Sign - red & black on yellow 'Queensland Insurance Co Ltd'. Crazing & surface 
rust, chips to screw holes and some fading. 75% - 50cm x 30cm

60 - 80Fair306

Enamel Sign - yellow & white on blue 'Wischer's Chemical Manures'. Scattered dings and 
edge chips, scratches and surface rust. 80% - 60cm x 40cm

80 - 100Fair307

Enamel Sign - blue on white 'Member of the Timber Merchants Association of Melbourne &
Suburbs'. Chips mainly to screw holes, surface marks & ding to side. 95% - 60cm x 45cm

80 - 100Good308

Enamel Sign - black, blue & yellow on cream "The Master Plumbers and Sanitary 
Engineers Association of NSW' pictorial of association crest. Chips on two corner screw 
holes, surface rust & stains, minor marks. 95% - 45cm x 30cm

100 - 125Good309

Enamel Sign - white on green 'The South British Insurance Company Limited'. Minor edge 
wear, scuffs & marks. 95% - 60cm x 30cm

80 - 100Very Good310

Enamel Sign - blue on white 'Agents for United - Chemical products for Veterinary, 
Agricultural and Household uses. Minor surface scuffs & marks. 95% - 50cm x 35cm

80 - 120Very Good311

Tin Sign - white, black & red on green 'Local Agent for the South British Insurance 
Company Limited'. Some surface scratches & staining. 95% - 60cm x 35cm

80 - 120Very Good312

Enamel Sign - blue on white 'Winchcombe Carson & Co'. Dings, fading, holes crazing & 
surface rust. Some areas have been retouched. 80% - 120cm x 60cm

150 - 200Fair313

Enamel Sign - tubular framed black & red on white ' Postmaster - General's Department 
Line Depot'. Light fading & minor marks. Chipping to screw holes has been retouched. 
95% - 130cm x 40cm

100 - 120Very Good314

Tin Sign - reproduction screenprinted, white on blue 'Daily Telegraph One Penny'. Light 
surface marks, screw holes have been retouched. 95% - 90cm x 60cm

60 - 80Very Good315

Tin Sign - reproduction screenprinted, white & green on blue ' Bushells' pictorial of tea cup.
Minor scuffs & marks. 95% - 120cm x 60cm

80 - 100Very Good316

Child's Motion Ride Animal - handpainted fibreglass, a wonderful vintage detailed elephant
originally from a coin operated mechanical childs ride, without mechanical base. Some 
scuffs, scratches and minor damage. 150cm x 100cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

750 - 1000Very Good317
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Carousel Horse - handcarved wood with metal stand and original worn paint. Was used 
from 1920s in the Roma, Qld area where it was originally made. 115cm x 80cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

600 - 800Good318

Mobo Pedal Horse - tin plate & tubular steel, three wheeler, pedal operated horse ride. 
Original rusted condition, basically complete without seat. mane, tail, etc. 105cm x 65cm - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Fair319

Small Hills Hoist - galvanized steel, unusual small sized possibly demo or prototype. 
120cm high - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Very Good320

Sample Hills Hoist - galvanised steel on circular base. A small scale model used as an 
advertising piece in plumbing shops and then a childs toy. 60cm tall - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

250 - 350Very Good321

Boxed Lot - Trax, Top Gear - model cars - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good322

Boxed Lot - Matchbox model cars, boxed - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good323

Boxed Lot - Trax model cars x 2, boxed - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good324

Boxed Lot - Trax model cars x 4, boxed - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good325

Boxed Lot - Matchbox model cars, boxed - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good326

Boxed Lot - Trax model cars, mostly boxed - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good327

Boxed Lot - Boxed model cars - various brands - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good328

Boxed Lot - model trucks, aeroplanes, etc - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good329

Boxed Lot - Dinky model cars, three boxed + two early models - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Very Good330

Boxed Lot - model cars, boxed Trax x 6 0 - 0Very Good331

Boxed Lot - model trucks, various brands 0 - 0Very Good332

Boxed Lot - model trucks x 4, boxed 0 - 0Very Good333

Boxed Lot - boxed toy vehicles x 3 0 - 0Very Good334

Boxed Lot - boxed Trax model cars x 2 0 - 0Very Good335

Boxed Lot - boxed model bus & Inspector Gadget 0 - 0Very Good336

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good337

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good338

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good339

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good340

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good341

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good342

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good343

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good344

Boxed Lot - model Lesney cars x 5 0 - 0Very Good345

Boxed Lot - model cars mostly Lesney 0 - 0Very Good346

Boxed Lot - model Yesteryear cars x 12 0 - 0Very Good347

Boxed Lot - model Yesteryear cars x 12 0 - 0Very Good348

Boxed Lot - early plastic racing cars 0 - 0Very Good349

Boxed Lot - model cars, large quantity, Matchbox, tin plate, etc 0 - 0Very Good350

Boxed Lot - plastic boats, aeroplanes, etc 0 - 0Very Good351

Boxed Lot - early plastic trucks 0 - 0Very Good352

Boxed Lot - early plastic model cars, most Marquis 0 - 0Very Good353

Boxed Lot - early plastic model cars, most Marquis 0 - 0Very Good354

Quantity of Frames - all wooden, 5 early pressed pattern & 1 chipart 80 - 120Good355

Quantity of Frames - 4 early wooden frames - 3 pressed, 1 heavy ornate 75 - 100Good356

Quantity of Frames - 3 early wooden frames - 2 pressed, 1 other is heavy & ornate 80 - 120Good357

Quantity of Framed Photos - 3 early wooden pressed frames with vintage photos 75 - 100Good358

Victorian Framed Print - ornate pressed wooden frame with original print of black & white 
horses

80 - 120Good359

Pair of Framed Watercolours - 1 is a large scene of Venice, other is a smaller coastal 
scene

80 - 120Good360

Framed Watercolour - depicting the First Fleet arriving in Sydney Harbour 80 - 120Good361

Large Framed Painting - ornate plaster frame, a well executed rural scene dated 1925 125 - 150Good362

NB. 13.75% Buyers Premium (incl. GST applies, See "Auctioneers Terms and Conditions of Sale" 12
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Two Framed Paintings - both oil paintings 1959 still life and a rural scene 60 - 80Good363

Framed Etchings x 2 - 1 of Warringah with gum trees other is a city view by AS Watson 100 - 125Good364

Watercolours x 2 - both HC Simpson, 1931. Both depicting gum tree scenes, some foxing 125 - 150Good365

Framed Prints x 2 - 1 is a French scene, other is a cottage scene by Glazebrook 60 - 80Good366

Framed Watercolour - HC Simpson 1931, a nice scene of Glasshouse Mountains with 
gum trees in the foreground

125 - 150Good367

Ophthalmic Equipment - Optometrists leather case containing vintage lense kit and 
associated tools, eye chart and various boxed optometrists tools. An unusual and very 
complete vintage set. Some minor damage

225 - 275Very Good368

Piano Accordian - Weltmeister vintage piano accordian in original leatherette case. 
Appears to be in good working order - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

150 - 175Very Good369

Vintage Musical Instrument - early French clarinet in leatherette case, basically complete, 
needs restoration - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

60 - 80Fair370

Vintage Musical Instrument - German 'Autoharp' - superb original untouched condition, 
original cardboard box, instruction book and key - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

125 - 150Good371

Portable Gramophone - a Rexonola Prismaphonic, original leatherette case, wooden 
interior. Good working order, needs a service - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

175 - 225Good372

Vintage Musical Instrument - 1960s Hungarian hollow electric guitar in original case - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

80 - 120Good373

Cyclops Doll's Pram - tin plate body with steel frame, rubber wheels and vinyl hood. Some 
minor marks, original - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

60 - 80Good374

Tri-ang Doll's Pram - a classic 1950s 'High Street' pram, tin plate body, steel frame, rubber
wheels and fabric double hood. Original - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

150 - 200Good375

Cyclops Doll's Pram - early tin plate body, steel frame, rubber tyres and vinyl hood. Good 
original condition - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

125 - 150Good376

Vintage Doll's Prams x 2 - one is Cyclops, other is an early variety made by Cycle 
Componants NSW (predecessor to Cyclops) both have tin plate bodies and vinyl hoods. 
Good original condition - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

80 - 120Good377

Cyclops Pedal Tractor - 'Major' tractor, 3 wheeler, original model that has been restored - 
FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

325 - 375Good378

Cyclops 'Dockside' Crane - Steel framed base with tin plate cabin and a wooden geared 
pulley mechanism. Red & blue paint is worn - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Good379

Metal Advertising Sign - brass & tin plate, originally from building 'FDL Fertilizer, District 
agent. Original paint has some minor marks. 90% - 60cm x 45cm - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

80 - 120Good380

Metal Advertising Sign - solid brass, originally from building 'The National Bank of 
Australasia. Original condition with some marks. 90% 45cm x 60cm - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

125 - 150Good381

Metal Sign - solid brass originally from building 'The Southern Union Insurance Co'. 95% - 
55cm x 35cm

100 - 125Good382

Tin Sign & Clock - DS hanging tin sign 'Commonwealth Savings Bank'. 85% - 55cm x 
25cm and a perspex advertising clock 'Champion Spark Plugs' 70% - 45cm x 30cm

75 - 100Fair383

Quantity of signs & stencils - two small enamel warning signs, three tin Avon Colliery signs
and five tin plate crate stencils

50 - 60Good384

Advertising Signs x 2 - one is a tin gate sign 'Warning Electric Fence' other is masonite 
'Tuff Ball Bearing hinges' with sample hinge. 90%

40 - 60Good385

Enamel Signs x 3 - small reproduction multicoloured pictorial signs, 'Devon Toffees', 
'Camp Coffee' & 'Sunlight Soap'. Minor marks

80 - 120Good386

Enamel Sign - reproduction, multicoloured pictorial in the shape of a 3D box 'Sunlight 
Soap'. Minor marks. 95% - 50cm x 45cm

80 - 100Good387

Tin Sign - Multicoloured pictorial featuring a soft drink bottle 'Fresh Up with 7 Up'. Some 
spotting with minor marks, new/old stock. 95% - 45cm x 125cm

125 - 150Very Good388

Enamel Sign - white on blue 'The Sydney Mail'. Scattered dings & chips to screw holes 
have been retouched. 95% - 85cm x 60cm

225 - 275Very Good389

Enamel Sign - white on blue 'Daily Telegraph, One Penny'. Scattered dings to edge, some 
have been retouched. Scuffs & marks. 90% - 90cm x 60cm

175 - 225Good390

Enamel Sign - yellow, white, black & orange on blue 'Monkey Brand' pictorial of monkey 
holding soap. Scattered dings & crease have been retouched. Surface scratching & minor 
marks. 85% - 95cm x 60cm

350 - 450Fair391

Enamel Sign - red & black on cream 'A Cement Sold Here' cement bag t/m. Some minor 
dings, surface scuffs & marks. 90% - 50cm x 75cm

125 - 150Good392
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Enamel Sign - white on royal blue 'Strictly No Admittance'. Some edge chipping & minor 
marks. 95% - 75cm x 40cm

80 - 120Good393

Enamel Sign - yellow & red on blue 'St Julian Tobacco - Cool & Fragrant'. Some minor 
chipping mostly to screw holes has been retouched. 90% - 75cm x 45cm

225 - 275Good394

Enamel Sign - red & black on white 'Agent for Commonwealth Savings Bank'. Some minor
marks. 95% - 90cmx 30cm 

125 - 150Very Good395

Enamel Sign - black on yellow 'News of the World'. Some scattered dings have been 
retouched. Minor scuffs & surface wear. 90% - 90cm x 60cm

200 - 250Good396

Enamel Sign - white & green on blue 'Bushell's the Tea of Flavour' pictorial of tea cup. 
Some edge chipping, surface scuffs & scratches. 85% - 120cm x 60cm

325 - 375Good397

Tin Sign - multicoloured pictorial featuring soft drink bottle 'Fresh up with 7 Up'. Some very
minor marks new/old stock. 95% - 120cm x 45cm

150 - 175Very Good398

Enamel Sign - blue, white & brown on yellow 'Lifebuoy Health Soap' pictorial of soap in 
lifebuoy. Substantial chipping & edge damage. 85% - 90cm x 60cm

275 - 325Fair399

Giant Tin Sign - two piece on wooden frame - red & black on white 'Reach for a Zietsch 
Soft Drink' (Grafton NSW) pictorial of man with bottle. Some minor damage - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

225 - 275Very Good400

Enamel Sign - blue & black on white 'Fussell's Cream & Milk' large pictorial of a dairy cow. 
Chipping mostly around edge, some surface fading and wear. A rare sign, possibly from 
WA. 90% - 90cm x 45cm

500 - 750Good401

Enamel Sign -  DS in wooden frame, blue & brown on white 'JJ McWilliam & Sons, 2 
Gallon Wine Depot' a superb pictorial of a large kangaroo with joey holding a demijohn. 
Some scattered dings & edge damage has been retouched. A very early and extremely 
rare Australian Sign. 85% - 50cmx 30cm

1500 - 2000Good402

Enamel Sign - white & yellow on blue 'Sunlight Oil Cake, Lever Bros Sydney'. Edge 
chipping, surface wear & marks. 90% - 90cm x 45cm

250 - 300Good403

Enamel Advertising Thermometer - black on white 'Stephen's Inks for all Temperatures'. 
Complete with mercury thermometer. Great condition with some chipping to top of hanging
hole. Rare small size. 95% - 95cm x 15cm

400 - 500Very Good404

Enamel Sign - multicoloured pictorial of woman holding a flag 'South British Insurance 
Company. Chipping and damage mostly to screw holes and edge. 90% - 70cm x 45cm

250 - 300Good405

Tin Sign - DS from display stand, white, black & yellow on red 'Kelso Australia's Barrow's'. 
Some paint peeling, surface scuffs & marks. 85% - 60cm x 55cm

60 - 80Good406

Tin Sign - embossed 'La Campanita, Ohio USA' with a pictorial of a mincer and woman in 
kitchen. Some light creasing, surface marks & wear. 90% - 40cm x 35cm

75 - 100Good407

Enamel Sign - red & blue on white 'Victorian Wheat Growers Corporation'. Some large 
chips to edge, surface wear & marks. 80% - 45cm x 30cm

60 - 80Fair408

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, red & black on yellow 'Woodbine the Great Little Cigarette'. 
Some minor edge chips, surface wear & fading. 90% - 55cm x 35cm

125 - 150Good409

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, red, green & black on white 'Guinness Sold Here'. Minor 
marks 95% - 50cm x 30cm

125 - 150Very Good410

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, black on yellow 'We Sell Cyclone Fences & Gates' pictorial 
of gate. A few scattered chips, surface wear & marks. 95% - 55cm x 30cm

275 - 325Very Good411

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, black on yellow ' Yates' Reliable Seeds'. Minor marks. 95% 
- 30cmx 25cm

275 - 325Very Good412

Enamel Sign - DS wall mount, yellow & blue on white 'Top Brand Super' pictorial of 
spinning top. Some rusted chipping mostly to mount & top edge. 80% - 25cm x40cm

125 - 150Good413

Enamel Sign - in wooden frame, orange, black & white on green 'Hudson Soap'. 
Substantial scattered chipping has been retouched. 80% - 75cm x 50cm

175 - 225Fair414

Enamel Sign - in wooden frame, multicoloured pictorial of house with clothes line on a 
yellow background 'Lifebuoy Soap'. Some scattered chips, surface scuffs & marks. A rare 
pictorial. 90% - 100cm x 55cm

600 - 800Good415

Advertising Mirror - with wooden frame - multicoloured pictorial of the Helidon Spa 'Kirk's 
Famous Drinks since 1850'. Most attractive. 95% - 80cm x 65cm BUYER IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

225 - 275Very Good416

Advertising Mirror - with original wooden frame - multicoloured pictorial featuring a monkey
with pots & pans 'Lever Bros Monkey Brand Soap'. Very good condition with only a few 
minor marks. 95% - 35cm x 75cm BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & 
TRANSPORT

750 - 1000Very Good417
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Advertising Mirror - with original wooden frame - multicoloured pictorial featuring a parrot 
eating a biscuit 'Arnott's Famous Biscuits' signed by H Rousel. A superb original in 
outstanding condition, the best we have seen. 98% - 35cm x 55cm BUYER IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1250 - 1500Very Good418

Giant Advertising Mirror - with original wooden frame 'Arnott's Famous Biscuits' large 
pictorial of parrot eating a biscuit. Mirror background has foxing and areas of silver 
shadow. Artwork is vibrant and still very good condition. A spectacular show piece, 
originally from Gerrads General Store in Grafton. 80% - 180cm x 120cm BUYER IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1750 - 2250Fair419

Boxed Lot - Boomaroo trucks x 3 - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified420

Boxed Lot - Fuel tankers x 2 'Golden Fleece' & 'Mobil' - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified421

Boxed Lot - Boomaroo grader and tournahopper - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified422

Boxed Lot - Wyn-Toys, crane, tow truck & trucks x 2 - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified423

Boxed Lot - Boomaroo grader and stock truck - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified424

Boxed Lot - Boomaroo tractors x 2 - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified425

Boxed Lot - Wyn-Toy truck cabins - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified426

Boxed Lot - vintage toy trucks, various brands - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified427

Boxed Lot - Boomaroo vehicles, QANTAS tractor with trailer & tow trucks x 2 - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

0 - 0Unspecified428

Boxed Lot - toy vehicle tyres, large quantity, various brands - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified429

Boxed Lot - Wyn-Toy dozers & tractor - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY 0 - 0Unspecified430

Child's Sewing Machines x 2 - a Silver Vulcan and blue Vulcan 80 - 120Good431

Child's Sewing Machines x 2 - a Comet and a Singer 80 - 120Good432

Child's Sewing Machines x 2 - a Singer and a Comet 80 - 120Good433

Toy Register & Typewriter - Boomaroo Cash Register and Metoy Typewriter. Both green & 
white artwork

75 - 100Good434

Toy Mower - Wyn-Toy rotary mower, tin plate body with steel handle, plastic motor & tyres. 
Some wear. 90%

100 - 125Good435

Toy Mower - Wyn-Toy Playmatic 4 stroke, tin plate body with steel handle, plastic motor & 
tyres. Unused in original cardboard box. 98% Rare

175 - 225Very Good436

Toy Pop Gun - Boomaroo rifle with wooden handle, metal barrel. Still has original cork. 
Some wear. 90%

60 - 80Good437

Toy Dump Trucks x 2 - both 'Wyn-Toy', tin plate, with front end loaders. One is original, 
other has been repainted. Both 75% - 38cm long

80 - 120Fair438

Toy Horse Drawn Vehicles - 'Wyn-Toy', tin plate wheels with wooden horses and clown. 
One is 90% other is 70% - 35cm long

50 - 75Good439

Toy Trucks x 3 - all 'Wyn-Toy', tin plate, one is a sand & gravel truck 70% - 32cm long, 
early semi trailer, repainted - 24cm and a vintage car, repainted 15cm

50 - 80Fair440

Toy Jeep with Trailers - 'Wyn-Toy', metal body with plastic interior, 25cm long with 4 
different trailers in various colours. 85%

50 - 80Good441

Toy Trucks x 2 - both 'Wyn-Toy', tin plate, a low loader with 10 wheels, 75% - 70cm long, 
also a tip truck without tray, 75% - 25cm long

75 - 100Fair442

Toy Trucks x 2 - both 'Wyn-Toy', tin plate, a dump truck, 80% - 28cm long and a truck with 
winch, 80% - 26cm long

80 - 120Fair443

Model Train - 'Boomaroo', blue & green tin plate bodies, includes engine, 4 open top 
carriages and two coal carriers, 95% - 130cm long

150 - 175Very Good444

Model Train - 'Boomaroo', green & blue tin plate bodies includes engine, 2 carriages and 
coal carrier, 70% - 75cm long

75 - 100Fair445

Model Tram - 'Boomaroo', green & blue tin plate body, great decals.  95% - 16cm long 80 - 120Very Good446

Toy Trucks x 2 - 'Boomaroo', tin plate a dump truck, 80% - 17cm long, and a tow truck - 
front grill is missing, paint work is 95% - 17cm long

60 - 80Good447

Toy Motorcycle - German clockwork 'Technofix' pressed tin plate wind up racing 
motorcycle with rider. Rare - 90% - 18cm long

225 - 275Good448

Toy Monkey - 'Traveller' made by Alps, Japanese clockwork tin monkey with fabric clothing
holding plastic camera. Never used with original cardboard box and celluloid hat

125 - 150Very Good449

Toy Tank - German 'Gama Giant 99/32' clockwork tin plate tank. Complete with key, target 
and original cardboard box. Has had some use, scratches to top. 95%  - 22cm long

175 - 225Very Good450

Toy Turkey - 'Rock Valley Toys', clockwork, tin plate & fabric covered cardboard body and 
working noise mechanism, never used in original cardboard box. 95% - 15cm tall

125 - 150Very Good451
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Celluloid Toy - 'Little Bo Peep' with nodding sheep on tin plate cart. Some dents and hole 
at rear of feet. 14cm tall

100 - 125Good452

Celluloid Toy - Japanese 'Kewpie Doll' Australian soldier with peak hat and riffle. Great 
condition with minor dings to rear of hat. 95% - 11cm tall

100 - 125Good453

Celluloid Toy - Japanese, Cat 'Butcher' holding knife and mouse. Dent to rear of hat, 95% -
17cm tall

100 - 125Good454

Celluloid Toy - Japanese Kewpie style doll with swinging arms dressed in a cute 1920's 
bathing costume. Split to seam in head and on front forehead, paint worn. 80% - 21cm tall

80 - 120Good455

Celluloid Toy - Japanese made, boy in brass band uniform with bugle and moving arms, 
has bell inside. Minor splits to seams. 95% - 23cm tall

125 - 150Very Good456

Celluloid Toy - Japanese made, policeman in uniform and bobbies hat with swinging arms-
right hand has Stop written on glove. Minor dents in hat, left arm has hole and tip of one 
finger is missing. 90% - 31cm tall

175 - 225Good457

Toy Farm Equipment - 'Fun Ho' (NZ), cast alloy, grader 27cm long and a tractor with tipper 
28cm. 90%

60 - 80Good458

Toy Vehicles - 'Fun Ho' (NZ), a steam roller, 21cm and a tractor with front loader, 24cm. 
90%

60 - 80Good459

Toy Trucks x 2 - 'Fun Ho' (NZ), a large tip truck, 21cm and small tow truck, 12cm. 95% 60 - 80Good460

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang', cattle truck, red & blue tin plate body with plastic wheels & decals, 
front grill is missing, has been repainted. 95% - 40cm long

80 - 120Very Good461

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang', tip truck, green & red tin plate body with rubber wheels  & decals, rear
gate is missing. 90% - 47cm long

200 - 250Good462

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang', express delivery truck, blue & red tin plate body with rubber tyres, 
rear doors. Decals are excellent. 95% - 40cm long

275 - 325Very Good463

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang' Transit Van, red & green tin plate body with rubber wheels, grill etc. 
Back doors are missing. Used with some paint wear & scuffs. 75% - 46cm long

225 - 275Good464

Toy Truck - 'Cyclops' Tip Truck, blue & red tin plate body with rubber wheels, decals, grill &
headlights. Used with some rusting to rear of tray, tailgate missing, some paint work has 
been retouched. 80% - 47cm long

150 - 175Good465

Toy Truck - 'Cyclops' Car Carrier, red tin plate body with plastic wheels, decal and grill. 
Used with some paint wear. 75% - 70cm long

150 - 175Fair466

Toy Truck - 'Cyclops Delivery Truck', blue & red tin plate body with plastic wheels, grill & 
headlights, decals are good - 1 advertises 'Cyclops Wheelbarrows' to one side, other side 
advertises 'Dinkie Express Train'. Some rusted spotting and rear gates have some dints. 
Rarely used. 90% - 46cm long

400 - 600Very Good467

Toy Truck - 'Cyclops - Flasher', red & blue  tin plate body with plastic wheels, grill & 
headlights. Used condition with some paint wear & marks. 85% - 48cm long

225 - 275Good468

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang' Tip Truck, red & blue tin plate body with rubber wheels, grill and 
superb decal. Basically unused. 95% - 38cm long

325 - 375Good469

Toy Train - 'Tri-ang Express', red & black tin plate body with rubber wheels. Has been 
beautifully restored, original decal to one side. 90% - 50cm long

250 - 300Very Good470

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang' Cattle Truck, red & blue  tin plate body with rubber wheels and grill. 
Has been repainted, used with some dints and wear. 80% - 42cm long

125 - 150Fair471

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang' Delivery Van, red tin plate body with rubber wheels. has been 
repainted. Used condition, grill & rear doors are missing. 80% - 40cm long

125 - 150Fair472

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang' Petrol Tanker, red & yellow tin plate body with rubber wheels, worn 
decals - 'Tri-ang' & 'Shell'. Used condition with tank cover missing. Rare 75% - 37cm long

200 - 250Fair473

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang Break Down Service' Tow Truck, red & yellow tin plate body with 
rubber wheels and grill. Used condition with some paint wear & marks. 85% - 40cm long

250 - 300Good474

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo' Road Grader, yellow & tan tin plate body with plastic wheels, good 
decals, some paint wear & minor marks. Original cardboard box has some damage. 90% -
45cm long

150 - 175Very Good475

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo - Hyster' Fork Lift, yellow & black tin plate body with plastic wheels, 
decals are good, some use wear & minor marks. 85% - 28cm long

175 - 225Good476

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo' Bulldozer, yellow tin plate body with plastic wheels. Complete with 
driver and part decal, virtually unused. 95% - 26cm long

175 - 225Very Good477

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo' Tractor & Trailer, yellow, red & blue tin plate body, rubber & plastic 
wheels. Tractor is virtually unused 95%, trailer 90% - 56cm long

250 - 300Very Good478
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Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo - Tournaloader' front end loader, yellow tin plate body with plastic 
wheels. Virtually unused, complete with driver, good decals, some rust spots. 95% - 28cm 
long

175 - 225Very Good479

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo - Tournarocker' quarry truck, yellow tin plate body with plastic 
wheels. Superb used condition, excellent decals and only a few minor marks. Original 
cardboard box has some tears. 95% - 44cm long

400 - 500Very Good480

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy' Sand & Gravel truck, blue & orange tin plate body with plastic 
wheels, rear view mirrors and excellent decals. Superb unused condition with minor 
marks. 95% - 32cm long

175 - 225Very Good481

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy' Sand & Gravel truck with hydrolic power, blue & red tin plate body 
with plastic wheels, great decals and rear view mirrors. Basically unused condition with 
minor marks. 95% - 32cm long

175 - 225Very Good482

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy Playmatic' Army truck/troop carrier. Khaki tin plate body with plastic 
wheels and rear vision mirrors. Decals are excellent, superb unused condition. 95% - 
32cm long

200 - 250Very Good483

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy Auto Transporter', pale blue tin plate body with plastic wheels. Used 
condition with some paint wear & worn decal. 80% - 52cm long

125 - 150Good484

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy' Tip Truck, blue & yellow tin plate body has been repainted, grill and 
plastic wheels. 90% - 45cm long

150 - 200Good485

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy Sand & Gravel' with Hydrolic Power, red & green tin plate body has 
been repainted, plastic wheels - one is damaged. Original decals are good. 85% - 32cm 
long

100 - 125Good486

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy Tip Truck with Hydrolic' Power, green & red tin plate body with plastic
wheels. Good original condition with some rust spotting. Decasl are good. 90% - 45cm 
long

275 - 325Good487

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy Delivery Service' truck, yellow & orange tin plate body with plastic 
wheels. Basically unused condition, decals are excellent. 95% - 30cm long

200 - 250Very Good488

Toy Truck - vintage 'Tri-ang' Tip Truck, red tin plate body has been repainted some time 
ago and now nicely worn. Has rubber wheels & silver grill. Rare. 80% - 48cm long

300 - 350Fair489

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo' covered cabin Grader, orange & yellow tin plate body with plastic 
wheels. A rare variant with some use, wear & minor marks. 85% - 45cm long

150 - 200Good490

Toy Truck - early 'Boomaroo' delivery truck, blue, red & yellow tin plate body with silver tin 
plate wheels. Decal to each side are worn, advertise 'Lifesavers' & 'Quick Eze'. May be a 
marriage, truck is 95%, rear body is 70% - 37cm long

300 - 350Good491

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo Super Dump' truck, red & yellow tin plate body with plastic wheels 
and grill, Little use with some rust marks. Decals are excellent. 90% - 39cm long

250 - 300Good492

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo Delivery Truck', yellow & red tin plate body with plastic wheels and 
grill. Worn condition with rust spots, decals are fair 'Boomaroo Toys'. 75% - 35cm long

200 - 250Fair493

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo' Tractor & Thrasher, tractor has green tin plate body with plastic 
tyres 90%, thrasher is blue & red tin plate with plastic wheels 85% - overall length 40cm

175 - 225Good494

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy' Tractor & Hopper, both have red tin plate body with plastic wheels, 
hopper has a 'Hills' decal. Some use wear. 85% - 55cm long

150 - 175Good495

Toy Truck - early 'Boomaroo' Tip Truck, yellow & red tin plate body with tin wheels & silver 
grill. One 'Metal & Ashes' decal is good. Some spotting, wear & marks. 75% - 38cm long

150 - 200Fair496

Toy Truck - early 'Boomaroo', blue & yellow tin plate body with tin plate wheels and grill. 
Truck is 90%, rear compartment is missing, 38cm long

100 - 125Good497

Toy Truck - vintage 'Boomaroo' Tip Truck, blue & green tin plate body with tin wheels and 
grill. Used condition with some rust spotting & wear. 80% - 39cm long

200 - 250Good498

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo Delivery Van', red & blue tin plate body with plastic wheels and grill.
Decals 'Boomaroo Toys' are very good. Some use, wear & minor marks. 90% - 35cm long

250 - 300Very Good499

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo Super Dump' Truck, red & yellow tin plate body with plastic wheels 
and driver. Decals are good, some use wear & rust spotting. 90% - 37cm long

225 - 275Good500

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo Express Delivery' truck, Red & white tin plate body with plastic 
wheels and driver. Used condition with some paint wear and spotting. 80% - 52cm long

175 - 225Fair501

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo' Army Troop Carrier, khaki tin plate body with plastic wheels and 
driver. Decals are good, minor use wear & marks, tail gate is missing. 95% - 36cm long

150 - 175Very Good502

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo - TNT' Freight Truck, red & white tin plate body with plastic wheels 
and driver. Some use, wear & marks, windscreen is damaged. A rare toy advertising 
'Thomas National Transport'. 85% - 51cm long

225 - 275Good503
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Toy Truck - vintage 'Boomaroo Express Delivery' truck, blue & red tin plate body with tin 
dual wheels and grill. Minor use wear and rust spots. 90% - 52cm long

350 - 450Very Good504

Toy Truck - vintage 'Boomaroo Towing Service' truck, blue & yellow tin plate body with tin 
dual wheels and grill. Some minor use wear, decal is good. 90% - 37cm long

300 - 350Good505

Cow Bells x 3 - all Condamine - 12cm, 11cm & 10cm 80 - 120Fair506

Cow Bells x 3 - all Condamine - 11cm, 10cm & 8.5cm 150 - 200Good507

Cow Bells x 3 - all Kentucky - 13cm, 11cm & 7cm 80 - 120Fair508

Cow Bells x 3 - all Condamine - 12cm, 11cm & 10cm 150 - 200Good509

Cow Bells x 3 - all Condamine - 12cm, 11cm & 8.5cm 150 - 250Good510

Army Hats x 3 - two slouch hats, one with rising sun badge and a peak hat 60 - 80Good511

Toy Helmets x 2 - 1960's plastic German helmets 80 - 120Good512

Vintage Fitness Equipment - early tin containing spring grip dumbells, a pair of wooden 
dumbells and a Sandow's patent Charles Atlas stretcher. An interesting lot

80 - 120Good513

Vintage Motorcycle Helmet & Gloves - a leather scull cap helmet & two pairs of gloves, all 
fur lined

80 - 120Good514

Fishing Reels & Rod - boxed 'Daiwa' spool spinning reel - never used and a boxed 
'Shakespeare' automatic fly rod reel with a matching Shakespear vintage rod.

125 - 150Very Good515

Vintage Cameras x 3 - a Box Brownie, a Zeiss concertina and a Full-Vue. Two have 
leather cases, one has canvas.

40 - 50Good516

Vintage Cameras x 2 - an Agfa concertina and an Argus with flash unit. Both have leather 
cases

60 - 80Good517

Set of Office Drawers - an oak set of 4 filing drawers. 40cm x 30cm x 40cm - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

80 - 120Good518

Set of Specimen Drawers - silky oak bank of 6 drawers with locking mechanism. 28cm x 
40cm x 48cm - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

150 - 200Good519

Set of Office Drawers - pine, set of 4 drawers. 28cm x 40cm x 34cm - FLOOR BIDDERS 
ONLY

100 - 125Good520

Railway Lunch Box - early tin plate, small lidded trunk with handle, breathing holes & brass
plate 'WP Holmes'. 35cm x 24cm x 20cm

100 - 125Good521

Ornate Trunk - a small ornately shaped tin plate trunk with brass handle & latch. 20cm x 
20cm x 20cm

125 - 150Good522

Apprentice Chest - red cedar, a 3 draw chest with wooden knobs, ideal for jewellery, 20cm 
x 26cm x16cm

125 - 175Good523

Luna Park Clown - early plaster clown from laughing clowns game. Originally from Luna 
Park in Sydney. A rare early plaster variety (not fibreglass). Some wear & tear to paint and 
frame. 55cm x 70cm x 70cm BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & 
TRANSPORT

750 - 1000Good524

Shop Advertising Bust - painted plaster on fibreglass, the iconic figure of 'Chesty Bond' 
man. Some minor chipping & crazing to surface with large bruise to one shoulder. Has 
been repainted. 65cm tall BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

750 - 1000Good525

Antique Cash Register - a large ornate brass cash register with wooden base & drawer. 
Receipt printer and marble shelf. A fantastic show piece for shop or home. 50cm x 55cm x 
40cm BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

1000 - 1250Good526

Trench Art Plane - brass bi-plane on stand. 15cm tall 75 - 100Good527

Trench Art Plane - nickel plated brass, air force aeroplane, moving propellor. 17cm long 100 - 125Good528

Trench Art Plane - brass propellored plane on stand. 16cm tall 100 - 125Good529

Trench Art Planes x 3 - all brass, different varieties. 9cm - 15cm long 60 - 80Good530

Trench Art Radiator Cap - Nickel plated brass radiator cap with aeroplane on top. Rare & 
unusual. 14cm tall

175 - 225Good531

Stockman Figurine - bronze limited edition figure of a stockman on horseback by Eddie 
Hackman. Beautiful detail & quality. Certificate of authenticity is damaged. 15cm tall

150 - 175Good532

Sample Oil Bottles x 3 - all with paper label, one is 'Jackson Crude', one is Tara Oil' 
(Moonie) and the other is 'The Last Whale Oil' produced in Australia.

60 - 80Good533

Novelty Bottle Openers & Lighter - all brass, two bottle shaped openers advertising 
'Bulimba Gold Top' and 'Haig's Whisky, also a trench art style bullet lighter

40 - 60Good534

Trench Art Ashtray & Plane - nickel plated brass map of Aust. with kangaroo & plane atop, 
also a brass aeroplane. 16cm long

80 - 120Good535

Cow Bell - 'Ormand' Condamine, stamped with original donger & leather strap. 14cm tall 275 - 325Good536

Cow Bell - large Condamine with original donger, impressed 'C Anderson'. 17cm tall 400 - 500Very Good537
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Cow Bells x 2 - both 'Ormand' Condamine, both have impressed makers mark. 13.5cm tall
- no donger, other is 11.5cm tall

225 - 275Good538

Cow Bell - large Condamine 'SW Jones' with impressed crest demi-lion rampant 
monogram. Original donger and later strap. 17.5cm tall

500 - 600Very Good539

Cow Bell - Kentucky, imp 'R&E NY No 3" with donger & leather strap. 13cm tall 100 - 125Good540

Cow Bell - Condamine, 'SW Jones' with impressed crest demi-lion rampant monogram 
with donger. 14.5cm tall

300 - 350Good541

Thermometers & Syringe - Tin household thermometer with milk glass face, 35cm tall. A 
copper 'Home Candy Thermometer', 20cm and a boxed repeater hyperdermic syringe for 
cattle, 20cm

80 - 100Good542

Sample Tea Tin - 'Billy Tea' multicoloured pictorial of a swagman with campfire. Australia's 
rarest sample tin with some marks & wear. 90% - 7cm x 4cm

500 - 600Very Good543

Tea Tin - 6lb 'The Billy Tea' stunning pictorial of a swagman to opposite sides and a 
swagman & drover with campfire to other sides. Incredibly strong vibrant colours, almost 
like the day it was made. A few minor marks, definatly the best example we have ever 
seen. An Aussie classic. 98%

1500 - 1750Very Good544

Hand Operated Potato Cutter - metal body with wooden handle, 'Villa' french fried potato 
cutter. Original cardboard box with some wear

60 - 80Very Good545

Hand Operated Mincer - cast iron, bench or wall mount 'Spong & Co' original black & gold 
paint. 39cm tall

80 - 120Very Good546

Folk Art Toy - wooden with metal wheels, naively carved horse & cart with rider. 
Handpainted 'Robin Briggs, St Lucia, Brisbane' to cart. Some old repairs and leather wear.
Most attractive. 45cm long

225 - 275Good547

Confectionary Tin - a large lidded casket with multicoloured pictorial of Robin Hood and 
the Sherwood forest scene 'Pascall Robin Hood Toffee Asssortment'. A rare & attractive 
Aussie tin with only minor marks. 95% - 24cm x 18cm x 14cm

225 - 275Very Good548

Masonic Regalia - ceremonial apron in leather case and two gold plated medals in original 
leatherette cases

80 - 120Good549

Boxed Microscope - mahogany handled box containing large steel 'Watson' microscope. 
Has been used, good original condition. 38cm x 22cm x 25cm

125 - 150Good550

Portable Radio - 'Strongberg-Carlson' model 4PL7, an early valve radio with a copper case
& bakelite face. Unusual, minor marks. 18cm x 10cm x 10cm

60 - 80Good551

Victorian Nut Cracker - cast iron with registered number, the cracker is in the form of a 
skull and the handle is of two bones. An unusual, rare piece of kitchenalia. 15cm

150 - 200Good552

Toy Signalling Cannon - cast iron, made by the 'Winchester Repeating Arms Company', 
commonly referred to as the M98 Breach loading cannon. A magnificent scale model of a 
real cannon. This toy produces a  lot of smoke, but only shoots blanks. Reputedly used to 
start the Sydney to Hobart yacht race. Circa 1905. 45cm long, 20cm tall

2000 - 2500Very Good553

Anvil - cast iron, bench mounted variety, 'WL Bassett No13'. 34cm long - FLOOR 
BIDDERS ONLY

125 - 150Very Good554

Miners Lamp - brass with glass lense, 'E Thomas & Williams, Ltd - Makers Aberdare 
Wales'. Excellent original condition. 25cm tall

125 - 150Very Good555

Artillery Scope/Sight - a WWI Australian Defence Force leather case (1913) containing a 
WWII scope to mount on artillery, steel & brass body with glass lenses. Good original 
condition. 30cm tall

225 - 275Good556

Vintage Radio - 'HMV' Art Deco wooden case valve radio with bakelite knobs. Appears to 
be complete. 45cm x 20cm x 25cm

175 - 225Good557

Vintage Radio - 'Oxford' Art Deco wooden case radio with bakelite knobs. Basicially 
complete with some minor damage. 45cm x 20cm x 25cm

80 - 120Fair558

Diving Helmet - reproduction, nickel plated brass, US Navy diving helmet. A great show 
piece. 40cm tall BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

225 - 275Good559

Souvenir Ships Clock - 'Schatz Royal Mariner' ships clock mounted on a simulated ships 
wheel. Brass plaques 'Arovo Island, Bougainville' with key. 30cm diam

80 - 120Good560

Vintage Jacks x 3 - all cast iron, a small 'Bantam No 7', a small 'Pel' and a tall early wagon
jack with handle - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

75 - 100Good561

Wagon Jacks x 2 - both cast iron, early handled, tapered varieties, one is 35cm, the other 
is 55cm tall - FLOOR BIDDERS ONLY

80 - 120Good562

Boomerangs x 2 - one is handcarved with kangaroos & desert scene 74cm long, other has
burnt band pattern. 51cm long

60 - 80Good563
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Aboriginal Breast Plate - brass crescent shaped and curved, engraved 'Blue Bush - King of
the Templeton, 1921' flanked by a finely engraved kangaroo & emu. Templeton River is in 
the Mt Isa district. A particularly attractive King plate in original burnished condition, 
complete with extensive provenance. Ex Roy Hinz collection. 22.5cm x 15.5cm

6000 - 8000Very Good564

Aboriginal Breast Plate - crescent shape, cast brass, engraved 'George - King of 
Waterview' with stylized scroll designs. Stamped to reverse with makers mark in 3 places 
'HC Jervis', Engraver, Sydney 1816 - ?. Waterview homestead is situated in South Grafton
NSW. Complete with provenance, a lovely early example in original burnished condition. 
Ex Roy Hinz collection. 15cm x 12.5cm

6000 - 8000Very Good565

Aboriginal Breast Plate - brass crescent shape, engraved 'King Tommy' with remnants of 
original brass chain. This breast plate is from the Palmer River region of North 
Queensland. With provenance from the family who were given the plate in 1899. A heavy, 
simple elegant plate that has been polished some time ago. Ex Roy Hinz collection. 
20.5cm x 14.5cm

3500 - 4500Very Good566

Aboriginal Breast Plate - brass crescent shape, engraved 'Tommy Waricka - Bowen 
Downs' engraved with detailed Queensland coat of arms. Bowen Downs is near Aramac in
Western Queensland. May have been polished many years ago, but has burnished nicely. 
Original chain has been replaced by a fob watch chain many years ago. A rare design, 
most attractive. Ex Roy Hinz collection.  24cm x 11cm

5000 - 7000Very Good567

Pedal Car - 'Cyclops' fire engine jeep. Original red tin plate body is worn, complete with 
four wheels & spare. Original grill, bell and wooden ladders. Steering wheel has been 
replaced. Very original & complete. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & 
TRANSPORT

500 - 600Good568

Pedal Car & Cart - 'Cyclops' Astronaut special car & trailer. Original red tin plate body has 
some wear. Four original wheels and steering wheel, decals are good. Trailer is original 
with two wheels and red tin plate body, has wear. Tow bar is missing from car. BUYER IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

600 - 800Very Good569

Pedal Car - 'Cyclops/Tri-Ang' sports car. Original red tin plate body with original grill, 
steering wheel and four spoked wheels. Very complete in good original condition. BUYER 
IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

500 - 600Very Good570

Vintage Pedal Car - 'Toledo' 1920's tin plate & wooden body sports car. Original 'barn 
found' condition. Complete with windscreen, steering wheel, grill, bumper bar, mud guards,
etc. Original green paint has worn with surface wear & rust. A very rare & highly sought 
after pedal car found in Grafton NSW. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & 
TRANSPORT

4000 - 5000Good571

Pedal Car - "Cyclops' tipper. Original red tin plate body, complete with wheels, steering 
wheel and working tipper. Very original and complete
BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

600 - 800Very Good572

Toy Truck - vintage 'Tri-ang' Tow truck, red tin plate body with rubber wheels and silver 
grill. Minor paint wear & aging. 95% - 46cm long

500 - 600Very Good573

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang - Fire Service', red & yellow tin plate body with rubber wheels and 
ladder. Minor paint wear & aging. 95% - 46cm long

350 - 450Very Good574

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy - Sand & Gravel', blue & red tin plate body with plastic wheels. Used 
condition with some paint chips and surface rust, tail gate is missing. 85% - 40cm long

150 - 175Very Good575

Toy Truck - 'Wyn-Toy - Dump Truck with Front Loader', red & tan tin plate body with plastic
wheels. Used condition with some paint wear, good decals, missing tail gate. 90% - 39cm 
long

200 - 250Very Good576

Toy Truck - 'Buddy L' Half Track Mobile Artillery Unit, troupe carrier, kharki tin plate body 
with rubber front wheels, wooden 'cogs' and rubber track to rear. Both decals crazed, one 
is 90%, other 70%. Good original condition. 95% - 34cm long

250 - 300Very Good577

Toy Truck - 'Tri-ang - Express Delivery Service' with red tin plate body and rubber wheels. 
Used condition with good decals, front grill has been repainted. 80% -  40cm long

225 - 275Good578

Toy Truck & 6 Milk Cans - vintage 'Tri-ang' Tip truck, red tin plate body with rubber wheels, 
metal grill and 6 original milk cans. Original truck paint work 95%. Cans show some aging,
decals 85% - 95%. 48.5cm long

750 - 1000Good579

Toy Truck - 'Cyclops' - Delivery van, green & red tin plate body with plastic wheels, silver 
grill & headlights. Minor wear & scuffs to paint work and ding to roof of van, some rusted 
spotting to grill & headlights. 90% - 46cm long

400 - 450Good580

Toy Truck - 'Cyclops - Flasher' tipper, red & blue  tin plate body with plastic wheels, grill & 
headlights. Used condition with paint wear & marks. 80% - 48cm long

250 - 300Good581
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Folk Art Toy - post depression era car & caravan - wooden 'Chrysler Imperial' car made 
from pine packing crates, handpainted blue with silver trim, wooden wheels covered in 
rubber tread and metal suspension. Paint has worn but still a stunning piece - 72cm long. 
Caravan is galvanised tin with steel frame, metal & rubber wheels, Original cream paint 
has worn. 50cm long. Both items have NSW number plates, originally from the Bathurst 
district. Simply the best home made toy we have seen

1250 - 1500Good582

Quantity of Domestic Toys - includes toy broom, mop, carpet sweeper, dust pan & broom x
2, iron and ironing board x 2 - some still in packet/box - brands include 'Cyclops' & 
'Wyn-Toy'

80 - 120Very Good583

Toy Washing Machine - 'Boomaroo' square body washing machine, white tin plate with 
hand crank 'wash action', rubber drain hose and rubber mangle. Minor wear to paint and 
cracking to rubber, good decals. 95% - 28cm high

75 - 100Very Good584

Toy Cash Register - 'Boomaroo' red & yellow tin plate with plastic register buttons. Little 
wear, minor scratches to one decal, with original coins. 95% - 19cm high

80 - 120Very Good585

Toy Washing Machine - 'Boomaroo' washing machine, round white enamel tin plate body 
with aluminium bowl and hand crank 'wash action', rubber drain hose and rubber mangle. 
Minor wear. 98%  - 28cm tall

150 - 200Very Good586

Toy Mangle - 'Tri-ang'  blue & red steel, wheeled stand with wooden rollers. Unused with 
little paint wear. A beauty 90% - 48cm tall

225 - 275Very Good587

Toy Trucks x 2 - vintage 'Wyn-Toy', both tin plate bodies with tin wheels - one is black & 
red  tip truck, other is blue & red. Some wear & paint chipping. 90% - 28cm long

225 - 275Very Good588

Toy Trucks x 2 - both early 'Wyn-Toy', one is a tip truck with red & blue tin plate body, tin 
wheels & grill - 95% - 28cm, other is a tow truck '5 Ton' with red & blue tin plate body, grill 
& plastic wheels. 98% - 25cm

275 - 325Very Good589

Toy Truck - 'Boomaroo' fuel tanker, green & blue tin plate body with tin wheels & grill. Tank 
advertises 'C.O.R' (Commonwealth Oil Refineries). remarkable condition with little 
use/wear. 95% - 37cm long

750 - 1000Very Good590

Toy Train - 'Tri-ang Puff-Puff', red & black tin plate body with rubber wheels, complete with 
bell, excellent decals and working audible bellows. Basically unused with minor marks. 
95% - 45cm long

600 - 800Very Good591

Toy Tractor - 'Wyn-Toy' red tin plate body with plastic wheels and alloy steering wheel, 
virtually unused with paper labels. 95% - 26cm long

150 - 175Very Good592

Toy Grader - 'Wyn-Toy' grader with covered cabin, orange tin plate body with plastic 
wheels and motor. Unused condition with paper label. 98% - 42cm long

225 - 275Very Good593
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Ginger Beer - champ c/s - t/t 'Edwards & Murphy, Rockhampton' brolga t/m. A brilliant 
example with a strong, crisp badge and a few very minor glaze marks. Extremely rare in 
this condition

1500 - 1750Very Good594

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - blue top "BCD and Piesse Limited, Perth WA'. A fine lip fracture
and a few minor scuffs and marks

175 - 225Very Good595

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - orange/chocolate top, "Goodfellow & Co, Ballarat Royal Ginger 
Beer' horsehead t/m. A great dark crisp badge. A few minor glaze marks & wear

500 - 700Very Good596

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - t/t 'LC Sawtell, Kingaroy'. Minor glaze marks to lip rim and some
manufacturing flaws

150 - 175Very Good597

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - all white 'TJ Sheekey LTD, Yass' Brittania with key t/m. Some 
glaze defects and minor marks

500 - 750Very Good598

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - green top ' FJ Mullavey, Roma'. A stunning example with a few 
minor glaze defects and marks

600 - 800Very Good599

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - all white 'R Mackey & Co, Kalgoorlie' globe t/m. Great strike and
a scarce variant. A few minor glaze marks

250 - 300Very Good600

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - blue top 'Orford Bros, Toowoomba'. Rare Australian made 
variety with discoloured crazing and fine lines around side base edge

600 - 800Very Good601

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - all tan 'T Connell & Co Mittagong'. Discoloured and crazed body
with shallow flake to front lip and roughness to base edge. Scarce

200 - 250Good602

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - all white with blue neck 'Rogers Bros, Victor Ale, Hawthorn'. A 
stunning example with minor marks

750 - 1000Very Good603

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - all tan 'J & E Cushan, Gunnedah' bee t/m. Crisp badge. Minor 
glaze flake to lip and kiln kiss to side shoulder.

60 - 80Good604

Ginger Beer - champ c/s - all white 'Ouyen Cordials Pty Ltd, Mildura & Ouyen' fancy 
scrolled badge. Very clean with some minor scuffs & marks

300 - 350Very Good605

Lamont - 6oz 'CR Borland, Armidale' monogram t/m. Lovely example with minor marks. 
Scarce size

125 - 150Very Good606

Lamont - 10oz 'CR Borland, Armidale' monogram t/m. Shiny condition with a few minor 
scuffs & marks

80 - 120Very Good607

Lamont - 6oz 'Summons & Co, Sydney' kangaroo t/m. Some light scuffs & surface 
scratches. A crudely manufactured lip rim, has some shallow flakes & minor bruising. 
Lovely colour

125 - 150Good608

Lamont - 10oz 'Shanks & Sons, Gympie' hen & rooster t/m. Some heavy pitting and 
manufacturing glass lines below applied top and at front base. Base glass defect has a 
1cm crack eminating from it. Scarce

225 - 275Polished609

Lamont - 10oz 'George Summers, Charters Towers' large kangaroo t/m - upright on an 
angle. Some pitting, minor marks & internal haze. Well embossed

300 - 350Polished610

Lamont - 10oz 'John Gard, Mineral Water Manufacturer, Charters Towers' large tower t/m 
to reverse. Some light pitting & minor marks. Rare early variant

400 - 500Polished to Near Mint611

Lamont - 10oz 'Hugh Fraser, Charters Towers' deers head t/m. Some pitting & internal 
glass crazing. Small fracture to sand spot below t/m. Very rare

225 - 275Polished612

Lamont - 10oz 'CR Moore, Daylesford' pigeon in circle t/m. Excellent 'as found' condition 
with light scuffs & minor marks

225 - 275Very Good613

Lamont - 10oz 'J Plummer, South Melbourne' large thistle t/m.Some minor pitting & marks.
A lovely well embossed example

150 - 175Polished to Near Mint614

Lamont - 10oz 'Eaton & Tewksbury, Wagga Wagga & Temora' deers head t/m in fancy 
wreath design. Magnificent 'as found' condition, heavily embossed. Minor scuffs & marks

325 - 375Very Good615

Lamont - 10oz 'AR Tewksbury, Temora & Wyalong' horse t/m. Shiny 'as found' condition 
with some light scuffs & tiny flakes to base of applied lip

225 - 275Very Good616

Lamont - 26oz 'Joe Butler & Co's, Mount Morgan' 'Boxton' t/m. Lip has been polished 100 - 125Polished to Near Mint617

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - all tan 'Syphon Aerated Water Co, Sydney' syphon t/m. Some 
minor glaze wear to lip & light scuffs to body

80 - 120Very Good618

Ginger Beer - dump b/t -  t/t with blue transfer 'Firth's Darlington Brewed Ginger Beer' 
pictorial of steam train. A classic UK GB with some minor lip rim wear & glaze spotting

80 - 120Very Good619

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - green top 'Sonnemanns's Renmark' Sunraysia t/m. A very nice 
example with some glaze defects and fine hairline through top section of badge

275 - 325Good620

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/w with blue lip 'Weaver & Co, Hobart' flower t/m. A magnificent 
example with a couple of tiny flakes (in manufacture) to rear base edge

125 - 150Very Good621

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - all white with tan lip 'Schweppes Ltd, Abbottsford, Melb' crown 
t/m. Some rust marks and hairline to rear body, needs a clean

80 - 120Good622
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Ginger Beer - dump b/t i/t - all tan 'Swann, Parramatta' swan t/m. Body surface is heavily 
scuffed with glaze chipping to lip rim & 2 chips to base edge. Good stamp

175 - 225Fair623

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - all white with blue lip ' G Wilmot, Colac'. Small glaze flake to lip 
rim. Some rust & discolouration to body, needs a clean

75 - 100Good624

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - all white 'W Shanks & Sons, Caledonian Hill, Gympie'. Simulated 
paper label transfer. Two shallow flakes to lip rim & minor marks

175 - 225Good625

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - all white with blue lip 'Neilson & Co, North Fitzroy' bell t/m. Lovely
example with minor marks

100 - 125Very Good626

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - all white 'SBC & A Water Works, Wondai & Kilkivan'. Lovely and 
clean with some glaze flaking to lip rim

75 - 100Good627

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - all tan 'P Fox & Son, Camden' large fox t/m. Chip to rear base 
edge, some minor glaze flakes to rim & minor marks

350 - 450Very Good628

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - t/t 'George Bell, Wyong' small glaze flake to side lip rim. Some 
glaze spotting, scuffs & marks

225 - 275Good629

Crown Seal - 10oz cylinder 'C Simmons, Armidale' monogram t/m. Tiny flake to rear lip, 
fracture to side base edge, some tip staining, scuffs & marks

80 - 120Good630

Crown Seal - 10oz 'Snow's Cordials, Gayndah' aeroplane t/m. Light scuffs & minor marks 30 - 50Very Good631

Crown Seal - 10oz cylinder 'WHT Yarrow, Hughenden' sheep t/m. Tiny flake to underside 
of base edge, minor pitting & some internal haze

150 - 175Polished to Near Mint632

Crown Seal - 10oz 'JC Matthews, Pittsworth' stirrup t/m. 'As found' with some internal haze
and a couple of minor pits

80 - 120Very Good633

Crown Seal - 10oz 'JT Smith, Gatton' man on mountain t/m. Tiny bruise to lip rim and 
some minor marks

40 - 60Very Good634

Crown Seal - 10oz dump 'Rae Bros, Mackay' large horsehead t/m. Bruise to side shoulder 
and three small impacts to rear lower section of body. Scarce

500 - 600Good635

Crown Seal - 10oz deep olive 'Tasmanian Cordials Limited'. Some surface scuffs & marks 
with light internal opalization. A rare colour variant

125 - 150Good636

Crown Seal - 6oz skittle 'Campbell Soda Water, Toowoomba' crossed flags t/m. Two small 
very shallow flakes to base edge, some light scuffs and marks. Very rare

600 - 800Good637

Crown Seal - 6oz skittle 'R Moore, Soda Water, Kalgoorlie' large crown t/m. Lovely 'as 
found' condition with a tiny impact on the letter 'g'

125 - 150Very Good638

Crown Seal - 10oz 'Kob's Ginger Ale, Innisfail' horse head t/m. 1cm fracture to rear neck, 
some small scattered impacts, but very clean & shows well. Rare

225 - 275Very Good639

Crown Seal - 6oz 'T Barrett & Sons, Cairns' rising sun t/m. Some light scuffs & minor 
marks. Hard to find in this size

60 - 80Very Good640

Advertising Trays x 2 - both early plastic, advertising 'Hanush's Cordials, Mareeba & 
Cairns. Minor marks. Serving tray 26cm diam & change tray 12.5cm diam

75 - 100Very Good641

Ginger Beer - champ corker - t/t 'Warrnambool Cordials Pty Ltd, Warnambool'. Lovely 
example with minor marks

200 - 250Very Good642

Ginger Beer - champ b/t - all tan 'TJ Sheekey, Yass' Brittania & key t/m. Great example, 
good strike, minor marks

500 - 700Very Good643

Ginger Beer - champ i/t -  t/t 'Russell & Powell, Warrnambool and Port Fairy'. Small flake 
to lip rim & some fine hairlines to top edge. Some glaze spotting. Scarce

225 - 275Good644

Ginger Beer - champ corker -  t/t 'Jos. Hatchett & Co, Murtoa' crossed hatchets t/m. Some 
light glaze discolouration & minor marks

150 - 200Very Good645

Ginger Beer - champ corker -  a/w with blue lip 'Weaver & Co, Hobart' flower t/m. An 
excellent clean example with minor marks

225 - 275Very Good646

Ginger Beer - champ b/t -  chocolate brown top 'Weaver & Co, Dandelion, Hobart' 
fleur-de-lis t/m. Shallow flake to rear lip &  wear to rim. Scarce Bendigo Pottery variety

500 - 600Very Good647

Ginger Beer - champ corker - pale green top 'GH Bennett, Richmond' flag t/m. Glaze 
discolouration, minor lip wear and chip to side base edge. A good example as these are 
usually very rough

325 - 375Good648

Ginger Beer - champ i/t-  all white, narrow body 'TP Williamson' (Yass) initials in triangles 
t/m. Some glaze discolouration to body and shallow chip to lip rim. Unusual and scarce

500 - 600Very Good649

Ginger Beer - champ salt glaze - Imp. 'Mcintyre, Rose & Green, Perth, WA' soda syphon 
t/m. Exceptionally rare WA pottery. Possibly the best example known with only a few minor
glaze marks. Ex- Gary Ramponi collection

2500 - 3000Very Good650

Ginger Beer - champ corker -  a/w with tan/orange lip 'A Rosel, Echuca'. Some glaze 
crazing & minor marks. An unusual Bendigo Pottery GB

225 - 275Very Good651
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Ginger Beer - champ b/t - pale green top 'W Watkins, Boulder' clover leaf t/m. Some 
rusted crazing & surface marks. A good example, scarce Bendigo Pottery variety

275 - 325Very Good652

Ginger Beer - champ b/t -  a/w with blue lip 'Miniken's Champion Stone Beer, Laverton' 
safety pin t/m. Some shallow glaze flaking to lip rim & minor marks. Rare

800 - 1200Good653

Codd - 13oz - 3 way pour 'Rowlands, Late Rowlands & Lewis, Ballarat & Melbourne miner 
& farmer in sheild t/m. Lovely 'as found' condition with some minor scuffs and marks

225 - 275Very Good654

Codd - 13oz - 'J Dempsey, Kalgoorlie' dogs head t/m. Nice example 'as found' with some 
light tip staining, a couple of small impacts and marks

225 - 275Good655

Codd - 10oz 'G Flakelar, Kalgoorlie' 'Harp of Erin' t/m. Brilliant 'as found' condition with 
light scuffs & marks. Rare

600 - 800Very Good656

Codd - 13oz with cobalt blue marble 'Perth Aerated Water & Bottling Company' initials in 
diamond t/m. Beautiful shiny 'as found' condition. Like new with only minor marks

250 - 350Very Good657

Codd - 10oz - amethyst 'Lock & Meagher, Menzies & Davyhurst, WA' three stars t/m. 
Great 'as found' condition with some tip staining & minor marks

600 - 800Very Good658

Codd - 10oz 'TP Tinson, Quirindi' initials t/m. Nice example with minor marks - rare 150 - 200Very Good659

Codd - 10oz - 'Hunter Bros, Bendigo' greyhound t/m. Early vertical badge variety. Small 
impact to side shoulder, some internal haze & marks

60 - 80Good660

Codd - 10oz 'E Starling, Dalby' pictorial of starling t/m. Couple of tiny lip rim nibbles, light 
tip staining & marks

325 - 375Good661

Codd - 10oz 'FR Sayers, Lemonade, Glen Innis'. 'Factory found' condition with minor 
marks

150 - 200Very Good662

Codd - 10oz 'ST Rowe, Macksville'. Some internal haze & light scuffs with 1cm fracture to 
lower portion of rear body. Extremely rare. The first we have seen

225 - 275Good663

Codd - 10oz 'Wilcox Bros, Lilydale, Frankston & Dandenong' Australian grass tree t/m. A 
lovely example with minor marks

150 - 175Very Good664

Codd - 10oz 'S McKay, Guyra' with a raised section for paper label.  Brilliant 'factory found'
condition, extremely rare

225 - 275Very Good665

Boxed Lot - Codds x 4 - 13oz 'GP Milsom, Launceston' elephant t/m. 10oz 'MT Doyle, 
Forbes' a 6oz' AG Saunders, Muswellbrook' dog t/m and 'W Ride, Benalla'.

0 - 0Good666

Boxed Lot - Ginger Beers x 4 - all early salt glaze - 'Conlan & Co', 'GE Redmon', 'T Field' &
'WK'

0 - 0Not Applicable667

Boxed Lot - Ginger Beers x 4 - all imp. salt glaze - 'Dark & Stalker', 'EJ Jones' & a c/s 
'Livermores' & 'Field'

0 - 0Not Applicable668

Boxed Lot - Ginger Beers x 4 - 'C Sheekey, Goulburn', imp. 'EJ Jones' & imp. "S&B' *& 
'Lockett Bros, Kiama'

0 - 0Not Applicable669

Boxed Lot - Ginger Beers x 3 - 'Healy Bros', 'J Ladd's' and a 'Clare Mineral Waters Co' 0 - 0Not Applicable670

Boxed Lot - Ginger Beers x 3 - 'Emil Resch', 'Red Hand' & 'G Hall & Sons' 0 - 0Not Applicable671

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 4 - 'SW Rolfe', 'Bunworth & Co', 'Puschmann' & 'PJ & M Blinco' 0 - 0Not Applicable672

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 4 - 'G Bradley', 'Roma Bore', 'Waters' & 'E Starling' 0 - 0Not Applicable673

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 5 - 'Healy Bros', RF Heads & Co', 'Moore', 'W Hutchinson' & 
'The NSW Aerated Water & Co Ltd'

0 - 0Not Applicable674

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 3 - 'WH Logan', dump 'WH Henson' & dump ' WH Logan' 0 - 0Not Applicable675

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 4 - 10oz  'Moglia & Smith', 10oz 'Charles Sutton', 26oz 'J&E 
Cushan', 26oz 'Charles Sutton'

0 - 0Not Applicable676

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 5 - 6oz 'AG Saunders', 10oz 'Goodfellows', 26oz 'P Clifford', 
26oz 'JR Oswald' & 26 oz 'AG Saunders'

0 - 0Not Applicable677

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 3 - 26oz 'J Jenner', 26oz 'Geo Colman' & a 10oz 'Comino Bros' 0 - 0Not Applicable678

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 3 - two 26oz & one 10oz - all 'Alex Mather & Sons with cricketer
t/ms

0 - 0Not Applicable679

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 3 - two 26oz & one 10oz - all 'Bailey's Mountain Mist' with 
mountains t/m

0 - 0Not Applicable680

Boxed Lot - Crown Seals x 4 - 26oz 'Adams', 10oz 'Adams', a dump 'Helidon Spa' and a 
6oz amber 'Helidon Spa'

0 - 0Not Applicable681

Apothercary Globe - large cobalt blue free blown ball shape chemist globe with flared lip, 
scarred pontil and applied seal 'W Campbell & Co, London' in a belt buckle design. A 
spectacular & early piece of antique blue glass. 26cm tall

750 - 1000Very Good682

Goldfields Era Oil - beautiful 13oz aqua blue, cylindrical oil with fancy embossed base, 
shoulder & neck. Minor marks

175 - 225Very Good683
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Grimbles Vinegar - 26oz cobalt blue, square body with cross hatched and ribbed design. 
Burst bubble to side base edge has chipped. A sensational show quality vinegar

750 - 1000Very Good684

Giant Chinese Soy Sauce - an impressive, hand thrown earthenware ball shaped vessel 
with handle, spout and 4 lugs. Unusual & attractive, mustard drip glaze. They don't come 
much better than this. 25cm tall

500 - 600Very Good685

Early Black Glass Wine - free blown flat sided bladder shape with a narrow tapered neck 
and a string lip. Beautiful, crude manufacture with a big scarred pontil. A few minor marks. 
17.5cm tall

425 - 475Very Good686

Early Black Glass Utility Jar - fine black/olive cylindrical jar with a long flared neck. Crude 
scarred pontil. Beautiful & bubbly with minor marks. 19cm tall

175 - 225Very Good687

Black Glass Horse Hoof Jar - free blown black/olive, bulbous base with wide cylindrical 
neck and flared rim, applied string banding and crude scarred pontil. 21cm tall

325 - 375Very Good688

Codd - 6oz 'CJ Glover, Bendigo' with 'Soda Water' to reverse, coat of arms t/m. Minor 
scuffs & marks

60 - 80Very Good689

Codd - 6oz 'Eclipse Cordial Factory, J Asher, Kalgoorlie' eagle t/m. Some tip stains, light 
scuffs & surface marks

80 - 120Very Good690

Codd - 6oz 'Lincoln & Co Ltd, Narrandera, Hay, Hillston & Jerilderie' stockman on 
horseback t/m. Some light scuffs & surface marks with tiny impact to lip rim

150 - 175Very Good691

Codd - 6oz 'Pivot, Kalgoorlie' horse t/m. Some light tip staining, scuffs & marks with 
shallow flake to underside of applied lip

60 - 80Good692

Codd - 6oz - all-way-pour 'Eberhard & Co, Clunes & Tabot' large crown t/m. Shiny 
condition with brusied fracture to rear of lip

80 - 120Good693

Codd - 6oz 'TJ Butler, Tamworth'. Some tip stains, scuffs and tiny impacts. Scarce 80 - 120Good694

Codd - 6oz 'CJ Britten, Tamworth'. Some light tip stains & minor marks with burst bubble 
near letter 'c'

50 - 60Good695

Codd - 6oz 'Pollocks Aerated Waters' (Macksville, NSW). Lovely shiny condition with a 
couple of small impacts to lip rim. Scarce size

80 - 120Good696

Codd - 6oz 'AG Saunders, Muswellbrook' dogs head t/m. Lovely shiny condition with light 
internal haze & minor marks

60 - 80Very Good697

Codd - 6oz 'F & E Thomas Ltd, Soda, Inverell'. Excellent 'factory found' condition with 
some internal dullness & minor marks

60 - 80Very Good698

Codd - 6oz 'FE Sayers, Glen Innis'. Again 'factory found' condition with only minor marks 80 - 120Very Good699

Codd - 6oz 'C Sheekey, Goulburn' initials in circle t/m. Some tip staining, minor scuffs & 
tiny lip impact to rim

50 - 60Good700

Codd - 6oz 'J Gubgub, Finest Aerated Waters, Oasis Brand t/m' with pictorial of palm 
trees. One of WA's rarest 6oz codds, extremely scarce in this size. Lovely shiny condition 
with some internal haze,  light scuffs & marks

800 - 1200Very Good701

Codd - 6oz 'The Swan Aerated Water Co Ltd' large soda fountain t/m. Some tip staining, 
surface scuffs & scratches. Another scarce WA codd, predecessor to 'Claremont Mineral 
Springs'

225 - 275Good702

Codd - 6oz 'Thistle Aerated Waters Co Ltd, Maylands' large thistle t/m. Lovely shiny 
condition with some internal haze & minor marks

225 - 275Very Good703

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - orange/brown glaze 'Johnson's Brewed Ginger Beer, Sydney' 
fancy intials in badge t/m. Some glaze wear to lip rim. Light surface marks & glaze defects

80 - 120Good704

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/w with blue lip "The Cascade Brewery Co Ld, Hobart'. Several 
chips & nibble to base edge with a glaze blowout to lip rim

60 - 80Fair705

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/t "Borland Bros & Willis, Armidale" initials t/m. Some minor 
flaking to lip rim, surface scuffs with glaze defects in manufacture. Scarce

150 - 200Good706

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - t/t 'C Berkholz, Broken Hill' initials t/m. Minor glaze wear to lip rim
& light scuffs

60 - 80Very Good707

Ginger Beer - dump b/t, i/t- a/w 'Sharpe Bros, Aust & NZ'. Lovely clean example with 
stopper. Hard to find

80 - 120Very Good708

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/t with blue lip 'J Rice, Bourke'. Tiny glaze flakes to lip rim. Very 
clean

60 - 80Very Good709

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/t 'JG Downing, Moss Vale'. Some glaze wear & shallow flaking 
to lip rim & shoulder. Scarce

125 - 150Good710

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/t 'Crystal Fountain Co, St Peters' initials t/m. Original chip from 
manufacture has been glazed over on b/t. 2 tiny flakes to lip rim, otherwise excellent. Rare

175 - 225Good711
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Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/w 'MH Alsop, Parkes' key t/m.Some glaze discolouration & a 
small shallow chip to rear base edge. Rare & attractive

750 - 1000Very Good712

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/w with blue transfer 'J Gard, Charters Towers'. A thumbnail 
sized chip to rear base edge, otherwise very clean & crisp

60 - 80Very Good713

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/w 'Fraser Bros, Charters Towers'. Small glaze flake to top of lip 
rim, light scuffs & marks

75 - 100Very Good714

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/w with blue transfer to shoulder 'T Tristram, S Brisbane' 
monogram t/m. Some glaze discolouration, surface scuffs & a fine hairline to base edge

75 - 100Very Good715

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/w with blue lip 'Bronger Bros, Penrith' shaking hands t/m. As 
dug with surface rust, dirt & marks. Would clean

60 - 80Fair716

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - t/t 'George Bell, Wyong' bell t/m. Some surface scuffs to one 
side. A nice clean example with a strong strike

250 - 300Very Good717

Demijohn - 1 gal - t/t stoneware with metal handle, original stopper & 'Zabels' patent spigot
tap to reverse. 'The Pioneer Aerated Water & Brewery Co, Coolgardie' pictorial of a miner 
in sheild t/m. Extremely rare and possibily unique in this size

12500 - 15000Very Good718

Demijohn - 2 gal - salt glazed with handle, attributed to 'T Field, Potter, Sydney'. Imp to 
shoulder in two straight lines 'C Ross, Inverell'. Colin Ross was a NSW storekeeper & 
publican (1854 - 1859). Two chips to underside of base edge with some crude glaze 
defects. Early & rare, possibly unique

800 - 1200Very Good719

Demijohn - 1 gal - t/t stoneware with spiggot tap 'Thompson's, Campbell Lane, 
Rockhampton'. Very fine hairline eminating from base edge to shoulder. Shows well

400 - 600Very Good720

Demijohn - 1 gall - t/t stoneware with handle made by James Campbell & Sons, Brisbane' 
imp to front shoulder 'JH Farley, Boonah'. Lovely condition, extremely rare

600 - 800Very Good721

Demijohn - 2 gall, salt glazed with handle & original stopper - imp to front shoulder 
'Australian Kerosene, Oil & Mineral Co, Mittagong'. Jar is excellent, stopper has some 
chips. Rare

200 - 250Very Good722

Hotel Rum Bottle - 1/2 gal - ribbed barrel shape, magnificent aqua blue glass 'Robert Tooth
& Co Ld, Brisbane, Imperial Half Gallon'. An oversized crudely applied top with 
manufacturers lines and tiny nibbles to lip rim. A rare & magnificent piece of glass with a 
few light scuffs & marks

400 - 500Very Good723

Whisky Crock - t/t stoneware, waisted shape with handle 'The Forty Second, Fine 
Highland Whisky' pictorial of kilt. Some hairlines to body and neck have been crudely 
disguised. A rare item that still shows quite well

325 - 375Very Good724

Early Miniture Stoneware Jug - salt glazed with handle - u/m 'Stephen Green Lambeth' 
pottery depicting 'Lord Nelson'. Some crudeness in manufacture and kiln pull to base 
edge. 4.5cm tall

125 - 150Good725

Early Stoneware Jug - salt glazed with handle - 'Stephen Green Lamberth' pottery, 
embossed & impressed mark to base - depicting the 'Duke of Wellington' & embossed 
cannon, rifle, etc to handle.19cm tall

400 - 500Very Good726

Early Stoneware Jug - small sized, salt glazed with handle - u/m 'Stephen Green 
Lamberth' pottery depicting 'Lord Nelson'. Some crude manufacture with minor marks. 
7.5cm tall

150 - 175Very Good727

Advertising Water Jug - a/w stoneware with handle, u/m Queensland pottery depicting 
'Bosun Bill' - blue print 'Beenleigh Rum'. Some crazing & minor marks. 14cm tall

150 - 175Very Good728

Advertising Water Jug - u/m 'Stone's Pottery, Coorperoo' - multicoloured handpainted 
glaze depicting 'Bosun Bill' - 'Beenleigh Rum'. A rare small unusual variety. 11cm tall

300 - 350Very Good729

Advertising Water Jug - u/m 'Stone's Pottery, Coorperoo' - multicoloured handpainted 
glazed terracotta depicting 'Bosun Bill' - 'Beenleigh Rum'. A lovely example. 13cm tall

225 - 275Very Good730

Early Ginger Beer - dump b/t - salt glaze imp. 'T Field, Potter, Sydney'. Nice colour, 
attractive spotting with a few minor glaze defects

80 - 120Very Good731

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - salt glaze imp 'Tooth & Co Limited' with rearing horse in oval. 
Lovely clean example with minor marks

80 - 120Very Good732

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - t/t made by 'John Campbell Pottery' - imp 'ME Abbott, 
Launceston' with large phoenix t/m. Lovely condition with some natural glaze 
discolouration and manufacturing flaws

225 - 275Very Good733

Ginger Beer - dump b/t - salt glaze imp 'Armstrong & Co, Hobart Town' to side base. Glaze
wear to lip rim & shoulder. Shallow chips to rear base edge

175 - 225Fair734

Early Ginger Beer - dump b/t - salt glaze imp 'Miller, Charles Street, Launceston' to top 
section of body. A few tiny flakes to underside of base edge. Magnificent glaze & gloss. 
Rare

750 - 1000Very Good735

Early Ginger Beer - dump b/t - a/w 'Stephen Green Lambeth' pottery - imp 'Armstong & 
Co, Genuine Superior Aerated Water' to top section of body. Some large rear base chips &
roughness to bottom edge. Another scarce Tasmanian GB

300 - 400Good736
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Early Ginger Beer - dump b/t - salt glaze imp to side base 'Conlon & Co, Broughton Street,
Glebe'. Some minor glaze wear to lip. A neat strong impression

200 - 250Very Good737

Early Ginger Beer - dump b/t - salt glaze imp 'T Field & Sons, Potters, Sydney' in oval to 
side base. Some chips to lip rim & minor glaze wear

75 - 100Good738

Ginger Beer - dump c/s - t/t 'Shelley's Sydney' shell t/m. A lovely clean example 80 - 120Very Good739

Ginger Beer - dump c/s - t/t 'Wilce's Sydney'. Very clean with some fine glaze lines & 
minor marks

80 - 120Very Good740

Ginger Beer - dump c/s - t/t 'Phillips, Townsville'. Some glaze discolouration & minor 
marks. A scarce variation

225 - 275Very Good741

Ginger Beer - dump l/s - t/t with wire bail & original branded stopper - blue diamond 
transfer 'JG Derwin, Parkes, NSW' bottle t/m. Lovely clean example with some glaze lines 
& minor marks

150 - 175Very Good742

Ginger Beer - dump l/s - t/t with bail & replaced stopper - blue transfer 'JH Oswald, 
Corowa'. Tiny flake to inner lip rim & minor glaze marks

150 - 175Very Good743

Giant Pot Lid - with base 'Josephson's Australian Ointment, Sydney, NSW' blue star t/m. 
The largest & rarest of all the Josephson's lids. Small glaze flake to side edge. An 
outstanding example. 9.5cm diam

800 - 1200Very Good744

Pot Lid - small size 'J Saunders, Chemist & Dentist, Roma - The Ointment' fancy floral 
border. Some glaze discolouration, small flakes & hairline to base of flange. 6cm diam

225 - 275Good745

Pot Lid - large size with pink background 'A Horton, Crundall - Cold Cream of Roses, 
Flinders Street Melbourne'. Remnants of gold banding with some lightly discoloured 
crazing and minor marks. A rare variant. 7.5cm diam

1000 - 1250Very Good746

Pot Lid - square 'Thos. Williams, Summer Hills, Sydney - Myrrhine Tooth Paste'. Chip to 
underside of flange base & some minor glaze wear. A scarce lid. 6.5cm sq

750 - 1000Good747

Pot Lid - large size with pale blue background 'Simpson & Davenport, Melbourne - Cherry 
Tooth Paste' large coat of arms t/m. Some discoloured crazing & shallow flake to 
underside of rim edge. Rare & attractive. 8cm diam

1250 - 1500Good748

Pot Lid - large size 'Melbourne Homoepathic Pharmacy - Martin & Pleasance - Calandula 
Cerate' attractive belt buckle design. Some discolouration to underside & tiny glaze marks.
7.5cm diam

800 - 1200Very Good749

Pot Lid - large size 'The Hindoo Tooth Paste, Birmingham, UK' pictorial of Indian man's 
head. An unusual lid in sparkling condition. 7.5cm diam

225 - 275Very Good750

Pot Lid - large size, pale yellow background with sepia print 'Rimmels Cherry Tooth Paste' 
large pictorial of bunch of cherries. Some glaze discolouration to underside & minor 
marks. A rare colour variant. 8cm diam

500 - 600Very Good751

Pot Lid - small size with blue transfer 'Genuine Bears Grease - John Gosnell & Co, 
Lombard Street, London' pictorial of standing bear. Chip to interior of flange base & minor 
marks. Very attractive. 6.5cm diam

500 - 600Very Good752

Pot Lid - small size with blue background 'Cold Cream' fancy gothic scroll & floral design. 
Some discoloured crazing. Very rare with a blue background. 6.5cm diam

225 - 275Good753

Pot Lid - large size with mushroom coloured 'De Leon's Cherry Tooth Paste' pictorial of 
Queen Alexandra. Outstanding condition with majority of gold leaf intact. A very attractive 
Australian found pot lid. 8cm diam

1250 - 1500Very Good754

Pot Lid - small size with base & pink background 'FH Faulding & Cos, Golden Eye 
Ointment' pictorial of eye. Minor glaze wear. 4.5cm diam

175 - 225Very Good755

Pot Cap - small size No.2 'Simpson & Davenport, Chemists 228 Collins Street'. Some 
discoloured crazing & minor marks. 4.5cm diam

225 - 275Very Good756

Pot Cap - pale blue with ribbed sides 'Pattinson & Co, Chemists, Sydney, Newtown & 
Balmain'. Some light glaze discolouration & marks. Extremely rare 4cm diam

750 - 1000Very Good757

Sample Ginger Beer - salt glazed stamped 'Royal Doulton' to base. A cute salt glaze dump
b/t GB. 5.5cm tall

75 - 100Very Good758

Miniture Ginger Beer - u/m 'Doulton-Lamberth'. A tiny salt glazed dump b/t GB. 2.75cm tall 80 - 120Very Good759

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - a grey speckled salt glaze, double stamped 'Moreton' to side 
base and 'J Munro' above on shoulder. Very clear & precise lettering. Pristine condition - 
like the day it was made. An extremely rare combination. One of Australia's earliest 
bottles. 17.5cm tall

15000 - 17500Very Good760

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - grey banded salt glaze with orange hightlights - imp. 'Fowler' 
(individual letters) to shoulder. Some minor glaze marks. One of Enoch Fowler's earlier 
stamps. 17cm tall

2000 - 2500Good761

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - grey salt glaze with orange banding - imp 'Leak' to shoulder. 
Two shallow chips to underside of base edge and kiln pull to rear lip. A magnificant glossy 
example with a broad shoulder and crisp stamp. 18cm tall

4000 - 6000Very Good762
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Convict Era Spruce Bottle - chocolate brown salt glaze - imp 'J Munro' to middle of body. A
very neatly potted bottle with some small nibbles around base edge and manufacturing 
glaze marks. Beautiful colour & form. 17.5cm tall

2500 - 3500Very Good763

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - grey salt glaze with orange speckled highlights - imp 'T Field' 
to shoulder. A long shallow chip to base edge has been restored & some very fine glaze 
hairlines to shoulder & rear base. Extremely rare variant, one of Thomas Field's earliest 
bottles. 18cm tall

3000 - 4000Good764

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - grey salt glaze with wonderul crude saggy neck - imp 'E 
Fowler, Sydney' figure '8' design. A fine spider hairlines to rear body, large kiln kiss to top 
of rim. Only lightly impressed, but wonderfully crude & full of character. 18.5cm tall 

500 - 600Fair765

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - red/brown banded salt glaze  - imp 'C Dunn' to middle of side 
body. Glaze wear and popped impacts around lower section of body & base. Some chips 
to base edge and a flake to side of lip. An unusual colour with a crisp stamp. 18cm tall

1500 - 2000Fair766

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - grey & orange banded glaze salt glaze - imp 'Leak' to shoulder
(lightly impressed). Wonderful tapered shape with broad shoulders and large kiln kisses to 
shoulder & lip. Although crudely made, the glaze is full gloss and it is probably like the day 
it was made. 18cm tall

2250 - 2750Good767

Early Ginger Beer - dump b/t - grey salt glaze, double stamped 'T Field, Potter, Sydney' to 
side base edge and 'Campbell' impressed vertically from shoulder. A large under edge 
base chip with a shallow chip to side edge. Minor wear. Rare combination of stamps

750 - 1000Good768

Large Convict Era Spruce Bottle - 26oz u/m salt glaze. Wonderful grey speckled glaze with
orange hightlights, magificently thrown & formed. Fine discoloured craze lines. 23cm tall

600 - 800Very Good769

Early Ginger Beer - dump b/t - salt glaze imp 'GD Guthrie, Potter, Camperdown' to side 
base. Fine hairline eminating from side base running up the face to side lip. A great clear 
stamp and a very rare potters mark. 15cm tall

300 - 500Fair770

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - grey salt glaze - imp 'E Smith' to shoulder. Some shoulder 
wear has been retouched. An attractive narrow shape with a good strike. 17cm tall

1750 - 2250Good771

Convict Era Spruce Bottle - grey salt glaze with orange highlights - imp 'N Dunn' to neck 
under b/t. Magnificent condition with only minor marks to base edge. Great colour and the 
crisp impressed stamp is unusually positioned. 19cm tall

3250 - 3750Very Good772

Codd/Hamilton Hybrid - aqua with a cobalt blue lip, patent 'Safe Groove' with single 
Niagara tear drops - 'Frank Craig, Soda, York'. An iconic Australian bottle. Well embossed 
with a deep blue lip in outstanding condition

15000 - 20000Polished to Near Mint773

Codd/Hamilton Hybrid - 10oz 'Reliance' patent 'HE Reading, Bunbury, WA'. Some light 
surface pitting & internal haze with 2 manufacturing glass splits to rear lip and shallow 
burst bubble to front chamber. Very rare

4000 - 6000Polished774

Early Hamiton - full size with wrapped top & panels to each side 'Emmett, Hobart, Genuine
Aerated Waters'. Heavily polished, interior surface has deteriorated from years of water 
submersion. Very early & still shows well

400 - 500Polished775

Early Hamilton - full size with blob top 'W Champion, Hobart Town' water worn & opalized. 
Original 'as found' condition would clean well. Rare

300 - 400Fair776

Blue Hamilton - full size, deep copper blue with blob top  'JT Shepherd & Co, Geraldton' 
star t/m. Outstanding 'as found' condition with some light tip stains & minor marks. One of 
the best examples known

1500 - 2000Very Good777

Blue Maughans - 6oz deep cobalt blue, b/t round ender 'Summons & Co, Sydney' 
kangaroo t/m. Some minor pitting & marks. Exceptionally rare in this deep colour

4000 - 5000Polished to Near Mint778

Blue Hamilton - full size, cobalt blue with wrap top 'Jose's Mineral Water, Geraldton'. 
Lightly water worn, very little pitting, would polish to near mint

1250 - 1500Good779

Codd/Hamilton Hybrid - 'Acme Reliance' patent - sandblasted 'Victoria Hotel, Roebourne'. 
Bottle has been polished around lettering. Base of Roebourne has worn. Extremely rare 
WA hybrid. Original provenance Tony & Merle Davis collection

4000 - 6000Polished780

Codd/Hamilton Hybrid - 'Codd's Patent No 4' with a single Niagara tear drop - 'DW 
Harwood's' (Perth WA). The first & original example found, some light surface scuffs

8000 - 12000Very Good781

Crown Seal - 26oz aqua green with spun top 'Chambers Dunn & Co, Brisbane'. Some light
scuffs & minor marks. Scarce

325 - 375Very Good782

Crown Seal - 26oz bottle green with spun top 'HA Grant & Co, Gympie, Q' with pictorial of 
fireman with hose. Small fracture to rear lip. One of Australia's best crown seal soft drink 
bottles

3250 - 3750Very Good783

Cordial - 26oz square body with fancy neck 'F & C Hooper, Toowoomba'. Lovely shiny 
condition. Hard to find, early spun top variety

80 - 120Very Good784
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Cordial - 26oz square amethyst 'Eckersley & Sons, Melbourne, Hot Punch' large pictorial 
of the character Punch. A lovely shiny condition, great colour. An Aussie classic

750 - 1000Very Good785

Sarsaparilla - 26oz square, red/amber 'Tooth's Blue Bow Sarsaparilla, Syndey' pictorial of 
bow t/m. Very minor scuffs & extremely rare Australian Sars

1500 - 2000Very Good786

Sarsaparilla - 26oz square, brilliant green with spun top 'Tooth & Co Ltd, Sarsaparilla' 
rearing horse t/m. Magnificent condition & colour with some roughness to base edge 
corners. Rare early variety

800 - 1200Very Good787

Small Black Horse Ale - half size, black glass, heavily embossed with a rearing horse & 
British rego diamond. Applied top has been expertly replaced with an original top, an 
undetectable repair. Extremely rare world wide in this size

800 - 1200Repaired788

Black Horse Ale - full size, tall variety, black/olive glass, heavily embossed with rearing 
horse t/m and British rego diamond to shoulder. 'As found' condition with some light scuffs 
& minor marks

400 - 500Very Good789

Beer - 26oz dark green square shoulder - c/s 'Tooth's Pilsener, Maitland' a large bull t/m. 
Some light scuffs & minor marks - a top show beer bottle & a ripper

3250 - 3750Very Good790

Hop Beer - 26oz aqua c/s 'M Marshall, Hop Beer, Glen Innes'. Some light tip stain & small 
impact to 'r' in Marshall. Very rare - the first we have seen

225 - 275Very Good791

Beer - 26oz black glass made by Moonee Valley Glass Company with small hand applied 
corker top 'Victoria Brewery Lager Bier, East Melbourne' eagle t/m. Very crude, jet black 
glass. Full of character. Scarce, ex- Phil Bray collection

350 - 450Very Good792

Codd - 26oz with single Niagara tear drops 'JH Hooper, Ipswich, Queensland' large 
unicorn t/m. Some light internal & external tip stain with minor pitting & some impacts to 
embossing, 'as found' would polish beautifully. Extremely rare, one of QLD's best codds

4000 - 5000Good793

Codd - 10oz 'Geo Coleman, North Coast, NSW'. Small bruise to top of lip & shallow flake 
to base edge. Lovely shiny condition

80 - 120Good794

Codd - 10oz 'M Marshall, Lemonade, Glen Innis'. Factory found with a few minor marks 125 - 150Very Good795

Codd - 10oz 'JL Cushan, Gunnedah'. Some wear to bold lettering, light scuffs & marks 100 - 125Good796

Codd - 10oz 'Borland & Willis, Armidale' initials t/m. Small nibbles to rear lip rim. Scarce 125 - 150Good797

Codd - 10oz 'E Rankin, Boggabri'. A few light scuffs & minor marks. Very rare 225 - 275Very Good798

Codd - 10oz 'C Simmons, Armidale' large crown t/m. A few small impacts & a tiny flake to 
interior of lip rim. A magnificent example

400 - 600Very Good799

Lamont - 10oz 'George Summers, Charters Towers' large kangaroo t/m. Scarce early 
variety with an upright kangaroo. A small 1cm manufacturing crack to underside of lip

225 - 275Polished800

Lamont - 10oz 'Simon Fraser, Charters Towers' deers head t/m. Small fracture to top of lip 
rim.Very rare

325 - 375Polished801

Crown Seal - 10oz 'C Egan, Inverell' crossed axes in a shield t/m. Some light tip stains. 
Lovely deep aqua green, heavily embossed

325 - 375Very Good802

Crown Seal - 10oz 'J Jenner, Werris Creek' large pictorial of steam train. Some very light 
tip stain & shallow flake to underside of rear base. Rare & desirable

600 - 800Very Good803

Crown Seal - 10oz 'BR Merrit, Roma' large pictorial of aeroplane. Great condition & a 
beautiful deep colour

125 - 150Very Good804

Crown Seal - 10oz 'Butler's, Warwick' initial in fancy diamond design. Hard to find 125 - 150Very Good805

Crown Seal - 10oz 'Bell & Sons, Miles' a large bell t/m. Minute flake to top of lip rim. 
Scarce

225 - 275Very Good806

Crown Seal - 26oz 'Snow's Cordials, Gayndah' aeroplane t/m. Small bruise to rear base 
edge, otherwise excellent

75 - 100Very Good807

Crown Seal - 26oz, octagonal shape 'E Rowlands' a detailed pictorial of a miner & farmer 
in sheild t/m. Minor marks

60 - 80Very Good808

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - a/w, round shoulder 'Toohey's Limited, Sydney' stag t/m. 1 inch 
hairline eminating from lip rim to side neck. Some glaze staining & marks, needs a clean

150 - 175Fair809

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - a/t 'Bronger Bros, Penrith' shaking hands t/m. Some remnants 
of attached barnicles, no chips or cracks, would clean very well

250 - 300Good810

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - pale blue top 'JA Krestchmar, Southport' in scroll design with 
initials to reverse. Tiny flake to lip rim. Extremely rare & desirable

1250 - 1500Very Good811

Ginger Beer - dump c/s - a/w with blue neck 'Jones & McEwan, Castlemaine'. A stunning 
example with minor marks

400 - 500Very Good812

Ginger Beer - dump c/s - t/t 'AF Moore, Newcastle' rampant lion t/m. Some shallow glaze 
flaking to lip rim & minor marks

225 - 275Very Good813

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - a/w 'Fred Hayne & Son, Murrurundi'. Some minor glaze flake to 
lip rim and light scuffs

150 - 200Very Good814
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Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - a/t 'Wilce's, Sydney' with stars design. Hard to find in this 
condition

150 - 200Very Good815

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - a/w 'Okey's Brewed Ginger Beer, Sydney' initial on shoulder. 
Some light scuffs & marks

150 - 200Very Good816

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - t/t 'J Ellis, Weston & Cessnock' initials t/m to badge & shoulder. 
Tiny glaze miss to side lip. Scarce

175 - 225Very Good817

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - a/t 'Newling & Ginns, Cowra' initials in triangular t/m. Minor glaze
wear to rear shoulder, light scuffs & marks. A scarce variant

150 - 200Very Good818

Ginger Beer - dump, fat body, c/s - t/t "Ecks, Ye Olde Style Ginger Beer, NSW' . A brilliant 
example, as good as they come

325 - 375Very Good819

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - a/w with blue transfer 'Warwick Aerated Water Works, Warwick'.
Fine 1" hairline eminating from side of lip down neck & a tiny glaze flake to rear crown. A 
lovely clean example, hard to find

225 - 275Good820

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - a/t 'Charles Sutton, Murrumburrah' kangaroo t/m.  Chip to crown
has been retouched, a great pictorial GB

350 - 450Good821

Ginger Beer - dump, c/s - t/t 'T Ball, Bulli, NSW' bulls head t/m. Some glaze flaking to 
shoulder & lip rim has been retouched. A dark crisp badge

400 - 500Good822

Ginger Beer - champ, i/t - a/w 'T Davis, Ginger Beer, Burnie'. Tiny glaze rub to rear lip, 
otherwise very clean

80 - 120Very Good823

Ginger Beer - champ, corker - a/w with blue lip 'Weaver & Co, Dandelion, Hobart' 
fleur-de-lis design. Some glaze discolouration and 'u' shaped fracture to rear lip

125 - 150Good824

Ginger Beer - champ, corker - t/t 'Kelly & Co, Dandelion Ale, Hobart'. Lovely clean Bendigo
pottery variety

125 - 150Very Good825

Ginger Beer - champ, b/t - t/t with blue transfer 'WH Henson, Grafton' monogram t/m. 
Couple of tiny glaze flakes to lip rim. A lovely example, scarce with this colour transfer

125 - 150Very Good826

Ginger Beer - champ, b/t - t/t 'Thomas McViech, Young' geometric design. Shallow chip & 
some glaze flaking to lip rim. Hard to find

200 - 250Very Good827

Ginger Beer - champ, corker - t/t 'JP Yoxall, Wangaratta' arm with dagger in shield t/m. 
Lovely clean example with fine hairline to side lip & a chip to side base edge

75 - 100Good828

Ginger Beer - 26oz, l/s - t/t with original bail & stopper - 'M Ryan & Sons, Brisbane' 
monogram t/m. Some glaze discolouration, chip to side base edge, some glaze flakes to 
top &  fine hairline to lip rim. A rare GB that would clean up well

600 - 800Good829

Ginger Beer - champ, corker - t/t 'W Leak & Sons, Benalla' eagle t/m. Minute lip rim wear 75 - 100Very Good830

Ginger Beer - champ, b/t - a/w 'R Mackey & Co, Kalgoorlie' globe t/m. A lovely clean 
example with minor marks

125 - 150Very Good831

Ginger Beer - champ, corker - t/t 'Howell Bros, Parkes' 'A1' t/m. Shallow clay pulls to 
underside of base edge. A scarce GB in great condition

225 - 275Very Good832

Ginger Beer - champ, corker - t/t 'AT Cartwright, Parkes' initials in diamond t/m. Some light
glaze discolouration & glaze wear to lip rim

150 - 200Good833

Ginger Beer - champ, b/t - a/w 'W Watkins, Boulder' clover leaf t/m. A magnificent 
example, sparkling mint. Pure white glaze & a strong stamp. Extremely rare

1000 - 1250Very Good834

Ginger Beer - champ, b/t - a/w with blue lip 'Thomas Stokes & Co, Bunbury' kangaroo t/m. 
A flawless example, as good as they come

1500 - 2000Very Good835

Dump Soda - 10oz, aqua b/t, 'AE Avenell, Bundaberg' emu t/m. Some light tip staining & 
two small shallow bruises to lip rim. Well embossed, would polish beautifully

250 - 350Very Good836

Dump Soda - 10oz, cobalt blue, b/t, 'Summons & Co, Sydney' kangaroo t/m. Some pitting 
& minor marks. A fabulous deep cobalt colour

500 - 600Polished837

Dump Soda - 10oz, mid green, b/t, 'CF Johnson, Sydney' monogram t/m. 'As found' with 
tip staining & scuffs, chipping to base edge

75 - 100Fair838

Dump Soda - 6oz, honey amber, b/t, 'John Starkey, Sydney' coat of arms t/m. Heavily 
water worn with some pitting & bruised impact to underside of front base edge

125 - 150Fair839

Dump Soda - 13oz, black/olive, b/t 'Johnson's Brewed Ginger Beer, Sydney' monogram 
t/m. 'As found' with some light tip staining & shallow flakes to side base edge

80 - 120Good840

Blob Top Soda - 6oz, mid green 'Campbell's Spa Water' (Toowoomba) crossed flags t/m. 
Some light surface scuffs & shallow flake to rear base edge & minute nibble to lip rim. 
Hard to find

150 - 200Good841

Kilner Patent - 13oz with two dimples to rear base & a bullet stopper 'F Owen's, Cordial 
Manufacturer, Armidale'. A lovely example with a few minor scuffs & marks

175 - 225Very Good842

Blob Top Soda - 10oz cylinder, 'Edmond Fuss, Narrabri'. Fine 1cm hairline to side lip. 
Some were found with a Horner patent brass cap and football shaped stopper. Early & rare

225 - 275Polished to Near Mint843
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Stick Bottle - 13oz 'AF Moore, Newcastle' rampant lion & internal thread stopper t/ms. 
Some light surface haze & minor marks with an impact to side base edge

80 - 120Good844

Blue Codd - deep cobalt blue, Acme Reliance patent 'IJK Cohan, Southern Cross & 
Coolgardie'. Very good 'as found' condition with some light tip staining & minor marks. 
Probably one of the best examples ever found

12500 - 15000Very Good845

Internal Thread - 26oz aqua, b/t, 'Pocock & Co, Camperdown, Sydney' horseshoe t/m. 
Lovely 'as found' condition with light scuffs & a small burst bubble to rear shoulder

600 - 800Very Good846

Cream Jar - t/t stoneware with green top 'Standard Cream' flag t/m. Small chip to rear 
base edge. A rare QLD jar

125 - 150Very Good847

Preserves Jar - small early cylindrical jar with applied top 'Yimboon Manufacturing Co, 
Brisbane'. Some light surface rust & minor marks

80 - 120Very Good848

Preserves Jar - aqua cylindrical jar 'Mono Tropical Fruits, Townsville' winged monogram 
t/m. A later jar with some minor marks. The first example we have seen

125 - 150Very Good849

Milk - 1/2 pint 'Polar Star Co, Cairns' star t/m. A few minor marks, hard to obtain 125 - 150Very Good850

Hamilton - full size 'Pivot, Kalgoorlie' horse t/m. Very good 'as found' condition with some 
internal & external tip stain. Would polish to mint

600 - 800Good851

Hamilton - full size 'AB James, Bathurst' rooster t/m. Some light tip stain & minor marks. A 
lovely example

600 - 800Very Good852

Hamilton - full size 'CR Moore, Daylesford' large pigeon t/m. Shiny condition with light 
scuffs & marks

125 - 150Very Good853

Hamilton - full size 'W Butler, Bathurst & Sydney' large eagle t/m. 'As found' with some 
light tip staining. Rough & crude blob top with some defects mostly in manufacture. A rare 
pictorial hamilton

750 - 1000Good854

Ceramic Gin - Gouda pottery, black & white 'Art Deco' design 'Avan Hoboken & Co, 
Rotterdam' snake t/m with seal to shoulder. An exceptional example with minor marks. A 
classic world bottle

1000 - 1250Very Good855

Schnapps - full size, brilliant green 'Meyer's, Schiedam, Aromatic Schnapps' palm tree t/m.
An exceptional example, shiny condition with only minor marks

125 - 225Very Good856

Sample Gin - mid green 'Avan Hoboken & Co, Rotterdam' with a moulded seal to shoulder.
Minor marks. 9.5cm tall

75 - 100Very Good857

Sample Gin - graduated deep to mid green, early tapered shape with a 1cm hairline to 
side shoulder. 10cm tall

30 - 40Good858

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'F Owens, Armidale' oval stamp to side base 
edge. Shallow chip to rear base edge & minor marks. Hard to find

175 - 225Good859

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'Chesterlodge, Camperdown' anchor t/m. Some 
glaze wear to lip rim & shoulder

200 - 250Good860

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'WH Logan, Hillgrove'. Some small shallow chips 
& nibbles around base edge and glaze defects. Very rare from a village near Armidale

350 - 450Very Good861

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'FG Yarrow, W Maitland' dog & cat t/m. Some 
minor wear to lip rim & shoulder. A good strike

150 - 200Very Good862

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'G Moore' (Newcastle) rampant lion t/m. Some 
shallow flakes to shoulder & lip rim. Very clean bottle with a good strike

100 - 125Good863

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'O'Connor Brothers, Sydney' harp t/m. Some glaze
wear to lip & shoulder with some crude manufacturing glaze defects. Impression is weak

175 - 225Good864

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'T Field, Potter, Sydney' in oval stamp to side 
base. Great pale colour & lovely condition with only minor marks. 16.5cm tall

100 - 125Good865

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'T Field & Sons, Potter, Sydney' in oval stamp to 
side base. Lovely red glaze with a few minor defects & marks

100 - 125Very Good866

Early Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'T Field, Potter, Sydney - Feb 1849'. Some 
large shallow chips to underside of base edge. Glaze wear to edges. A rare dated variety, 
would clean well

225 - 275Very Good867

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'T Field, Potter, Sydney'. Lovely orange glaze with 
speckled black glaze defects, stamp is weak in places. Some minor marks

75 - 100Very Good868

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'Dark & Stalker Brisbane' to side shoulder. Tiny 
nibbles to sharp shoulder. A very clean example with an excellent strike

150 - 175Very Good869

Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'Thomas Stokes, Bunbury' large kangaroo t/m. 
Minute glaze flake to sharp shoulder. A beauty

325 - 375Very Good870

Early Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'Superior Pasmanian Ginger Beer'. Some 
light wear to shoulder and lip. A good example and rare with the misspelt stamp

300 - 400Good871
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Early Ginger Beer - dump, b/t, salt glaze, imp 'Emmett Superior, Hobart Town' in oval 
stamp to side shoulder. Some large chips/clay pulls possibly from manufacture to lip. Very 
crudely glazed & full of character

300 - 400Good872

Codd - 10oz 'JM Hickey, Killarney'. Factory found condition with minor marks 60 - 80Very Good873

Codd - 13oz 'NSW Aerated Water Co, Newcastle' large inital t/m to reverse. An excellent 
'as found' example with minor marks

100 - 125Very Good874

Codd - 10oz 'Midson' patent 'Owen Gardner & Sons, Brisbane' large turret t/m. Lovely 
shiny condition with a burst bubble to rear base edge

150 - 200Very Good875

Codd - 10oz 'A Rosel, Echuca' Aboriginal standing in front of Gunyah with trees t/m. Some 
internal haze and light wear

250 - 300Very Good876

Codd - 10oz 'Charles Oertel's Property, Alexandria, Sydney' large whale t/m. Well 
embossed, pristine condition like new

225 - 275Very Good877

Codd - 10oz "G Prichard, Bendigo' large Australian coat of arms with kangaroo & emu. 
Great example with some minor wear & marks

125 - 150Very Good878

Codd - 10oz 'Alex Mather, Singleton' cricketer t/m. Some light scuffs, a large bruise & 
stress fracture to rear chamber. Shows well

125 - 150Fair879

Codd - 10oz 'Hunter Bros, Bendigo' greyhound t/m - early horizontal t/m. Small internal lip 
flake & split to side of lip

75 - 100Good880

Codd - 10oz 'Wilcox Brox, Lilydale, Frankston & Dandenong' Australian grass tree t/m. 
Lovely example with light scuffs & minor marks

125 - 150Very Good881

Codd - 10oz 'F & V Fittler, Armidale' large crown t/m. Some surface wear & scuffing. Small
internal lip nibbles & fracture to side lip. Scarce

125 - 150Fair882

Codd - 10oz 'GA Taylor, Southport, Queensland' monogram t/m. Some light pitting & 
internal haze, with a small burst bubble to base of badge

175 - 225Polished883

Codd - 13oz with dark green marble 'Barrett & Co, Sydney' internal thread stopper t/m. 
Some pitting & minor marks. Quite rare

225 - 275Polished to Near Mint884

Codd/Skittle Hybrid - 10oz 'A Kan, Johannesburg' stunning pictorial of deer with antlers. 
Some light tip stains & minor marks. An attractive South African patent

80 - 120Very Good885

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - t/t 'S Faulkner, Narrabri' drinking glass t/m. Some glaze 
discolouration & shallow chip to underside of base edge

100 - 125Good886

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - a/w 'Skinner-Lowes & Co, Murwillumbah'. Minor glaze wear to 
crown top & very fine hairline from front shoulder to badge

75 - 100Good887

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - t/t 'Teague's Stone Ginger Beer'. A rare GB from the Nambucca
Heads area. Some minor glaze defects & a kiln kiss to shoulder. We have not seen this 
colour variation before

750 - 1000Very Good888

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - orange/brown top 'Dunham Hill, Echuca' pictorial of Aboriginal 
& belt buckle design. A minute glaze flake to side of crown lip

800 - 1200Very Good889

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - a/w 'W Watkins, Boulder' clover leaf t/m. Some minor glaze 
wear to lip rim. A brilliant black stamp. Hard to find

225 - 275Very Good890

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - t/t, fat Bendigo pottery variety 'S Waltho & Son, Geralton' star 
t/m. A magnificant example, like the day it was made

1000 - 1200Very Good891

Ginger Beer - 26oz champ, c/s - t/t 'Zietsch Bros, Grafton' monogram t/m. Small glaze pull 
to underside of rear base. A giant GB in great condition

350 - 450Very Good892

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - a/w 'Edwards & Murphy, Rockhampton' non pictorial brolga 
brand. Some light spotting & glaze marks

225 - 275Very Good893

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - t/t 'J Bartlett & Co, Rushworth' initials in circle t/m. Some minor 
glaze marks

275 - 325Very Good894

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - a/w 'WJ Dolan, Toogoolawah'. A neat Governcroft pottery 
example

175 - 225Very Good895

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - all tan with a white top 'A Vestergaard, Mackay'. A brilliant 
example and a unique glaze colour combination. Extremely rare & sparkling condition

2250 - 2750Very Good896

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - a/w 'Sawtell's Maryborough'. Some minor glaze flake to top of 
crown lip

125 - 150Good897

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - blue top 'South Burnett Cordial & AW Works, Wondai, Murgon 
& Goomeri'. Small glaze blow out to side of badge & tiny glaze flake to lip rim. Some light 
scuffs & marks

150 - 175Good898

Ginger Beer - champ, c/s - a/w with blue lip 'Hallam Bros, Proserpine'. Some very fine 
glaze lines to side & rear of neck. Exceptionally rare with just the blue lip

1000 - 1250Good899

Codd - 6oz 'Belfast Aerated Water Company, Sydney' bell t/m. Some pitting & minor marks 100 - 125Polished to Near Mint900
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Codd - 6oz 'Oertel's Property, Sydney' large whale t/m. Some very minor internal haze. 
Would clean to near mint

225 - 275Very Good901

Codd - 6oz 'Gillham & Co Ltd, Perth, WA' a fine pictorial of a man's head & hand holding a
glass. A very late codd, but also hard to find. Minor marks

325 - 375Very Good902

Codd - 6oz 'A Scott, Menzies' anchor t/m. A lovely early bottle with some pitting, tip stain &
internal haze

175 - 225Good903

Codd - 6oz 'Long & Seebeck, Kanowna' a long skinny feather t/m. Some light tip stain & 
minor marks. Early rare variation in great condition

600 - 800Very Good904

Codd - 10oz 'Tom J Hogan, Bellinger River' horsehead t/m in diamond shaped badge. 
Light water wear & internal opalescence. Extremely rare & very well embossed. Would 
polish to near mint

1500 - 2000Good905

Codd - 10oz all-way-pour 'H Gowers, Seymour, Lemonade' Aust coat of arms t/m. Great 
factory found condition with minor marks

125 - 150Very Good906

Codd - 10oz all-way-pour 'CR Moore, Daylesford' large big breasted pigeon in circle t/m. 
Sparkling in 'factory found' condition

200 - 250Very Good907

Codd - 10oz 'C Tindall, Beaconsfield' great pictorial of steam train coming straight at you. 
A minute flake to side of lip. A superb deep colour and very heavily embossed. One of 
Tasmania's best codds

4000 - 5000Very Good908

Codd - 10oz 'Oliver & Co, Paddington' large Aust coat of arms with kangaroo & emu. 
Sparkling condition with some minor internal haze. An extremely rare WA codd to find in 
this condition

750 - 1000Very Good909

Codd - 10oz 'Thomas Stokes, Bunbury' large kangaroo t/m. Some internal haze & light 
scuffs. Great shiny condition & heavily embossed

275 - 325Very Good910

Codd - 10oz 'T Harry Marshall, Cue & Murchison, WA' pictorial of man with flag climbing a 
mountain. Some shallow lip chips, tip staining & internal haze. Would polish well

400 - 500Good911

Codd - 13oz 'EC Fowler & Son, Leonora, WA' giant swan t/m. 'As found' condition with 
light tip stain & minor marks. Would polish to near mint. One of the West's best pictorial 
codds

4000 - 5000Very Good912
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